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Resumen

Esta tesis presenta tres contribuciones importantes en el área del análisis

y diseño de Sistemas de Eventos Discretos (DES). La primera es una nueva

metodología de modelado que es bottom-up y modular. Se distingue de otras

técnicas de síntesis en que se usan dos operadores de composición y no solo el

producto síncrono introducido por Ramadge-Wonham en la teoría de control

supervisor. Usando el nuevo operador de composición, llamado permisivo,se

garantiza que el modelo final obtenido contiene solo comportamientos que son

realizables en el sistema.

La segunda contribución de este trabajo es una definición formal de ob

servabilidad que es adecuada para cualquier tipo de sistema (determinista o no

determinista) que este descrito en términos de variables de estado.

Finalmente, se presenta una caracterización de los modelos que presentan

observabilidad. Esta caracterización provee algoritmos polinomiales que pueden
usarse tanto en el análisis como en el diseño de sistemas.



Abstract

This dissertation presents three major contribution on the field of analysis
and design ofDiscrete Event Systems (DES). The first one is a novel modeling

methodology which is bottom-up and modular. It differs from other synthesis

technique in that two composition operators are used and not only the syn-

chronic product used in the Ramadge-Wonham supervisory control theory but

also a novel permissive composition operator. By using these operators it is

guarantied that the obtained model will include only the behavior that is feasi-

ble within the system. The second contribution of thiswork is a formal definition

of observability which is suitable for any kind of dynamic system (determinis-
tic or nondeterministic) described in terms of state variables. Finally, models

exhibiting observability are characterized. This characterizations provide poly
nomial algorithms that can be used both in the analysis of an exisiting system

or in the system design process.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

bUIIlIIiary! In this chapter it is established that the scope of this disser-

tation is the observability problem. This problem is loosely defined as comput

ing the state of a systems model using the information provided by the inputs,

outputs and structure of the model. Observability is relevant in control and

fault detection of dynamic systems as well as to provide a back up of the sys

tems information and to reduce network loads. The literature related to this

topic in the field of discrete event systems is reviewed and also, the necessity of

a formal modeling tool, as well as a simple modeling methodology is established.

1
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1.1 Overview

This dissertation addresses the observability problem for Discrete Event Sys
tems (DES). These systems are characterized because the set of valúes that

their state can take is numerable and their dynamics are even-driven, i.e., the

state changes abruptly in response to event occurrences. Therefore, DES are

commonly described using other modeling formalisms that those used for con-

tinuous systems.

The observability problem can be roughly described as the possibility of

computing the state of a system from the knowledge of its inputs, and outputs,

given that the system model is known.

The relevance of this problem arises from the fact that sensing, processing
and transmitting all the information generated by a system can result unprac-

tical, overwhelming or even impossible in many applications. Indeed, assuming
that the system output does not contain all the information of the state of

system is common in control theory [7] [23].
By addressing the observability problem, the minimal amount of information

needed for an accurate development of other tasks can be determined, as well

as output feedback control laws [34] [42], The device devoted to compute the

system state is commonly named observer [29] in control theory and, besides of

providing an estimation of the system state, it can be useful for failure detection

[14] and as a back up of the system information. Moreover, this devices are

commonly used when decentralized control [21] is implemented since each of

the controlling devices is assumed to have access to only some portion of the

system information and then an observer is created for each controller, so that

it can estimate the complete system status.

Being observability a property that depends on the system model, it results

important to use a formal modeling tool that allows to properly describe those

system characteristics that are relevant for the problem in a framework that

allows a compact representation and provides powerful mathematical analysis
tools.

Noteworthy among DES modeling formalisms are Finite Autómata (FA)
[18], process algebras [2] and Petri Nets (PN) [11], because they are widely
used for DES researchers. FA provide a simple graphic representation for

systems whose behavior is restricted to an small number of states and that

do not present much of parallelism. However, since all the trajectories that the

system state can take are explicitly described in this formalism, when the size of

the system grows and its behavior is complex, the size of the model presents and

exponential explosión. Several attempts have been made in. order to cope with

this problem [27] [6] [44]. In most of the cases, these formalisms are equivalent
to PN, a modeling tool that allows to describe highly concurrent system in a

compact graphic representation and provides a simple and sound mathematical

background to analyze models. Unlikely, even when process algebras are suitable

for building DES models from a functional description, there; exist few analysis
tools for this formalism.
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One of the earlier reported modeling techniques for DES is [36]. A modular

methodology, based on the synchronic product is proposed in that work, using
FA as formalism. Besides of the state explosión problem mentioned above, the

major drawback that this approach exhibits is that a refinement stage, at the

end of the modeling process, is required in order to guarantee that the model

describes only behaviors that are feasible in the system. Trying to avoid the

state explosión problem, this modeling methodology has been translated to the

PN formalism [14] [20]. However, this approach inherits the need of a refinement

stage from the FA modeling methodology.
In this dissertation, a novel modeling methodology, which is modular and

does not require the final refinement stage is proposed. It uses an extensión

to PN named Interpreted Petri Nets (IPN) as modeling formalism. This ex

tensión on PN, allows to include in the model the input signáis associated to

the event occurrences and the output signáis that the states of the system gen

erated, without modifying the analysis power of PN, which occurs when they

essentially changed as proposed in works like [22], [24] and [3].
The observability problem in DES was first addressed using FA as a de

scription formalism [35]. In [26] observability using the formal languages point
of view is defined. That concept focuses on determining the conditions neces

sary for the existence of a device capable of restricting the behavior of the DES

to a desired subset of event sequences. However, even when the conditions es

tablished in that work are held, this does not guarantee that the system state

can be computed. Similar observability concepts have been presented in later

works also addressing the controllability of DES under partial event observa

tion [8] [25] [42]. In the FA approach, observers are defined either in terms of an

algorithm that estimates the initial and current state of the system, assuming
that transition events are completely known [4], or [5] as a non-deterministic

FA which is a copy of the system model where those events that are not ob

servable are e—labeled and that is later reduced to a deterministic FA. In

[9] resilent observers, that are equivalent to those obstained after reducing the

non-deterministic FA used by [5], are introduced.
In order to cope with the state explosión problem, research groups through-

out the world are increasingly adopting the PN formalism for the analysis of

observability.
One ofthe earliest reported works on observability using PN is [19], in that

work Ichikawa and Hiraishi present an algorithm to compute a set of possible
initial markings; it is based on the analysis of the incidence matrix. They first

compute the fired transition sequence, then they determine the set of possible
initial markings.

Giua [15] addressed the problem of computing the initial marking when

the firing transition sequence is fully known. Based on this assumption, an

algorithm to determine the initial marking of a PN when a macro marking law

is known, as well as an observability definition were proposed. This definition,

however, does not take advantage ofthe system's output information, thus many
observable PN ara not characterized.

In this context, Aguirre et al. [1] proposed a PN based observer to determine
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the initial marking oí&PN as well as a new observability definition. They argüe
that since both, the system and the observer are represented by PN, then all

structural analysis techniques of PN can be used to determine liveness, bound-

edness, dead lock-freeness, etc. of the system-observer pair. The observability

definition, however, does not exploit the system's output information and the

observer is restricted to the binary case.

An extensión to the previous work was presented in [37]. In that paper

Ramírez et al. address the problem of computing the initial marking of a binary
PN when only partial information of the fired transition sequence is available.

In that case, both the observability definition and the PN observer take into

account the system's output information.

More recently, in [16] different observability definitions were introduced.

Most of them are related with the use of the output system signáis, leading
to an incomplete observability concept; these definitions establish that for any

sequence of system outputs, there exists another finite sequence of system out

puts such that the system state can be computed. The errors in these definitions

appear since the first sequence could become infinite or since they are searching
for a special sequence. Thus, even if these sequences exist, they could never be

executed, and then the system state could never be computed.

The observability concept given in [40] is closely related to the concept of

strong uniform marking observability given by Giua and Seatzu. It is assumed

that the initial marking belongs to a given set and it is said that the Petri

net is observable if all event sequences provide enough information to uniquely
determine the initial state or can be completed to sequences that provide that

information. Also in this case the system is allowed to infinitely itérate before

its state can be computed.

The definition herein presented overcomes all these difficulties since it in

cludes both input and output system signáis, and it is based in some properties
of all finite sequences. Using this new definition, the IPN models exhibiting
this property are structurally characterized.

The characterization of IPN exhibiting the observability property is based

on two important properties: a) event detectability and b) marking detectabil-

ity. Event detectability of live and bounded IPN is characterized from the

net structure, more precisely, the rows of the incidence matrix corresponding
to measurable places. Marking detectability of live and bounded IPN is also

characterized from the structure, using a basis of T-semiflows and their rela

tionship with a subset of P-semiflows. The characterization of these properties

is performed using polynomial time algorithms and are useful in the analysis of

existing DES. Also results that can be applied in the design ofDES are herein

presented. This results are necessary conditions for the models obtained by

using the modeling methodology proposed in this dissertation to be observable.
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1.2 Objectives of this work

As mentioned earlier, this dissertation addresses the observability problem for

DES modeled in terms of IPN . This problem can be, at this point established

as follows.

Problem 1 Computing the initial state of an IPN model given the knowledge

of a finite sequence of input signáis, using the output information that it gener-
ates and the model structure.

However, the first objective of this work is providing a formal definition of ob

servability that, besides of capturing the meaning of this property as it is under-

stood in dynamic systems theory, can be applied to any dynamic system model

given in terms of state variable, even if it is deterministic, non-deterministic,
time or event-driven.

Providing necessary and sufficient conditions (or at least sufficient) for ob

servability, that can be verified from the model structure, is the second objective
of this thesis. The usefulness of these conditions relays in the fact that dynamic

properties definitions commonly refer to the systems evolution, and therefore,

verifying these properties directly form the definition, requires describing all

the trajectories that the state of the system may take Fortunately, using condi

tions that only depend on the model structure, polynomial algorithms to verify

observability can be proposed.
Another objective of this work, which arises from the fact that having a

suitable model of the system is necessary in order to simplify the analysis of

dynamic properties, is providing a modular modeling methodology for DES

in terms of IPN. The advantages of using this modeling methodology for the

analysis of observability is also one of the goals of this dissertation.

1.3 Contains of this work

Chapter 2 presents the basic notions of both PN and IPN, the modeling for

malism that will be used in this work, because of its modeling power and its

capability to include in the system model both the input and output signáis
associated to the system.

Chapter 3 introduces a novel modeling methodology for DES in terms of

IPN. This methodology is modular bottom-up and allows to elearly distinguish
the state variables used to describe the system components. Also a transfor

mation technique that allows to obtain equivalent models with less places is

introduced in that chapter.

Chapter 4 presents the formal definition of observability and a geometric
characterization of this property is provided. Later, this characterization is
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traslated to structural properties of a broad class of IPN that allow to derive

polynomial algorithms to determine if a given IPN is observable.

Chapter 5 takes advantage of the structure of the models obtained using
the

proposed modeling methodology to characterize observability and shows that

this property is invariant under the transformation technique proposed.

Finally, some concluding remarks are presented in chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Basic Notions

ullITimary! This chapter presents basic concepts and notation of PN,
a formal modeling tool for DES that allows to obtain compact graphical repre
sentation of systems and also provide the possibility of analyzing systems from

simple mathematical expressions.

Later IPN, the modeling formalism that will be used in this work, are pre
sented. IPN is an extensión to PN that besides of inherit all PN features,
allow to capture in the model the input and output signáis associated to the

DES.

7
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2 . 1 Introduction

The most commonly used modeling formalisms in DES literature are Finite

Autómata (FA) and Petri Nets (PN), even when there are many others that

result useful for certain purposes. FA provide a simple graphic representation
of the behavior of DES when they have a small number of states and do not

exhibit concurrent behavior, because this causes a prohibitive state explosión.

However, when modeling large DES exhibiting concurrence and parallelism,
PN are usually preferred. This is because, while FA explicitly describe all

the states that the system may reach, PN achieve to provide a compact rep
resentation of the states by associating the DES evolution with a token game.

Moreover, PN provide a simple and sound mathematical background to work

with.

Interpreted Petri Nets (IPN) [30] is an extensión to PN that allows to

include in the model the relations among the DES input signáis and the cor

responding DES event occurrences, as well as the DES output signáis with

the DES states that genérate them. This is achieved by associating input and

output alphabets to PN transitions and PN marking, respectively. In this way

IPN, besides of providing the advantages of PN, allow to capture the physical

meaning of the model within it.

In this work IPN will be used as modeling formalism. This chapter intro

duces IPN formal definition, along with basic concepts and properties that will

be useful for the remaining of the work.

2.2 Petri nets

As mentioned earlier, PN is a formal DES modeling tool that allows to as-

sociate the DES evolution with a token game. Its structure is described by a

graph containing two sets of vértices called places and transitions, which are

represented as circles and rectangles, respectively. These vértices are joined by
directed and weighted ares that can go from places to transitions or from transi

tions to places. Are weights are always positive integers and, when different from

1, the weight is pictorially represented by a number beside the corresponding
arrow.

The formal definition of a PN structure is given as follows.

Definition 2 A Petri Net structure G is a bipartite digraph represented by the

i-tupie G = (P, T, I, O) where:

• P = {pi,P2,*",Pn} m a finite set of vértices called places,

• T = {íi,Í2, ...,<m} is a finite set of vértices called transitions,
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• I : P x T —► Z+ (where Z+ is the set of non-negative integers) is a

function representing the weighted ares going from places to transitions,
and

• O : P x T —► Z+ is a function representing the weighted ares going from
transitions to places.

In PN literature it is common to denote with *t¡ the set of all places p¡ such

that I(j>i,tj) t¿ 0 and with t¡' the set of all places p¿ such that 0(j>i,tj) **¿ 0.

Analogously, 'pi denotes the set of all transitions tj such that 0(pi,tj) **¿ 0

and pi' the set of all transitions tj such that 7(p.,t,*) **¿ 0.

Using functions I and O, the incidence matrix of a PN can be defined as

C = [cy], where cy = 0(pi,tj)
— 7(p-, í,). However, in many cases it is useful to

separately consider the ares coming into places as C+ = [cj] with cj = 0(j>í, tj);
and the ares coming into transitions as C~ = [c^] with cj¿ = I(pi,tj).

Once that the PN structure is defined, the state of the DES is described in

terms of a marking function or vector, which is formally defined as follows.

Definition 3 The marking function M : P —► Z+ is a mapping from each

place to the non-negative integers representing the number of tokens (depicted
as dots) residing in each place. The marking of a PN is usually expressed as

an n—entry vector, where n is the number of places.

Thus, a state of a DES can be associated to a PN marking and therefore,

a DES model in terms of PN xs obtained when both, a PN structure and an

appropriate marking are established.

Definition 4 A Petri Net system or simply Petri Net (PN) is the pair N =

(G,Mq), where G is a PN structure and Mo is an initial token distribution, or

initial marking.

Now, the evolution of the DES modeled is described by the marking evolu

tion ofthe IPN. Marking changes in IPN are based on the following transition

enabling and firing rules: in a PN, a transition tj is enabled at marking M* if

Vpi e P,Mk(pi) > I(j>í, tj); an enabled transition t¿ can be fired reaching a new

marking M/,+i which can be computed as Mk+i = Mk + Cv¡c, where vi¡(i) = 0,

* ¥" J> vk(j) = 1- This equation is called the PN state equation.

The complete behavior of a PN can be computed if the set of all markings
reachable from the initial one Mo is available.

Definition 5 The reachability set of a PN is the set of all possible reachable

marking fromMo firing only enabled transitions; this set is denoted by R(G, Mo).

Moreover, a directed graph, whose nodes are those markings reachable from

Mo, can be obtained. This graph is called the reachability graph and is equiv
alent to a FA model for the DES. Most of PN properties can be directly
characterized using the reachability graph. However, in the general case, com

puting the reachability set and the reachability graph is a hard problem due to
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the high combinatorial contained in the PN evolution. Therefore, it is desirable

to derive characterizations of PN properties based on the PN structure. Basic

for this structural characterization of PN properties are the conservative and

repetitive components, they are formally established as follows.

Definition 6 Let N be a PN. Vectors Xi (Yt) such that CXi = 0, X. > 0

(Xi'C = 0, Yi ^ 0) are called T-semiflows (P-semiflows). A T-semiflow Xi

(P-semiflow Yi) is called canonical if the greatest common divisor of all X(k)

(all Y(k)) is 1. A T-semiflow Xi (P-semiflow Yi) is called minimal if there

exists no other T-semiflow Xj (P-semiflow Yj) such that Xj(k) < X(k),Vk

(Yj(k) < Y(k),Vk). A T-semiflow Xi (P-semiflow Yi) is called elemental if it

is canonical and minimal.

The set of places (transitions) associated to a P-semiflow Y¡ (T-semiflow Xi)
is called the P-semiflow (T-semiflow) support.

Definition 7 The support of a T-semiflow Xi (P-semiflow Yi) denoted (Xi)

((Yi)) is a set of transitions Ti = {tj\Xi(j) > 0} (places Pi = {p^Yiü) > Qi)).

Intuitively, the support of a P-semiflow Yi is a set of places such that a

weighted addition of the tokens residing inside them is constant along any PN

evolution. Analogously, the support of a T-semiflow Xi is a set of transitions

that when fired (if this is possible) reach the initial marking once again.
The subnet X¿ generated by a T-semiflow Xi is called a T-component and

analogously, the subnet Y¿ generated by a P-semiflow Yj is a P-component.
These component are defined as follows.

Definition 8 Let Xi be a T-semiflow of a Petri Net N = (G,M0), the T-

component X, is a subnet ofG = (P, T, I,O) defined by:

Xi = (PXi,TXi,Ixi,Oxi)
where TXi={tj\Xi(j)>0},
IXi={I(Pk,tj)eI\Xi(j)>0},
0Xi = {0(pk,tj) e 0\Xi(j) > 0} and

Px, = {Pk eP\I(pk,tj)>0VO(pk, tj) > 0, tj €TXi}. For a P-semiflow Yi

the P-component Yj ts analogously defined.

2.2.1 Petri nets properties

Petri nets properties can be divided in the following classes: dynamic and struc

tural. Dynamic properties are those that depend on both, the PN marking and

its structure. Meanwhile structural properties depend only on the structure.

Some of these properties that result meaningful for this work will be now estab

lished. Further details on these and other properties can be found in [41] and

[10].
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Dynamic properties

Liveness and boundedness are two of the most important dynamic properties.
A PN is said to be live if for every reached marking there exists a fireable

sequence of transitions containing every transition. Boundedness implies that

the amount of tokens in the PN cannot grow infinitely, even when it is not

necessarily constant.

• Liveness. A transition t*. e T is live, for a marking Mo, if VM/t €

R (G, M0), 3M„ reachable from Mk such that Mn -*-*. A PN is live if all

its transitions are live.

• Boundedness. A PN is fc-bounded for a marking Aío, ifVp¿ € P 3k € N,
such that VM- 6 R(G,M0), it holds that Mj(p¡) < k.

Safeness is an special case of boundedness. A PN is safe, or binary if it is

1—bounded.

• Safeness. A PN is safe or binary if it is 1—bounded, that is, if VM* e

R(G,M0) and Vp. e P, it holds that Mk(j>i) e {0, 1}.

Structural properties

Among the properties that do not depend on the PN marking are those related

to the T-semiflows and P-semiflows. For instance, repetitiveness implies that

there exists a marking enabling a sequence containing all the PN transitions

and depends on T-semiflows. Conservativeness implies that a weighted addition

of tokens in the entire PN remains constant for any possible evolution and

depends on P-semiflows. These properties are formally defined as follows.

• Repetitiveness. A PN is said to be repetitive if there exists a T-semiflow

Xi such that Xi 6 Nm with m = |T|.

• Conservativeness. A PN is said to be conservative if there exists a

P-semiflow Yj such that Yj € Nn with n=\P\.

Also structural versions of boundedness and liveness exist, they are estab

lished in the following definitions.

• Structural liveness. A PN structure is said to be structurally live if there

is an initial marking such that the PN structure is live for that marking.

Structural boundedness. A PN structure is said to be structurally bounded

if it is bounded for any possible initial marking.
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2.2.2 Petri nets classiñcation

In order to study PN they have been divided according to the following classes

that are based on the PN structure.

1. Marked Graphs. A marked graph is a PN where every place has one

input transitions and one output transition, this is, Vp< e P, |* Pi| = |p«
"1-1.

2. State machine. A state machine is a PN where every transition has one

input place and one output place, i.e. Vt< € T, |* í¡| = \U *| = 1.

3. Free-choice nets. A free-choice net is a PN where if two transitions í¿

and tk share an input place p¿, then their sets of input places are equal

(this is, Vp¿ € p, if |ft «j > 1, then Vt», tj € p¿ ', mtk = Hs).

4. Other nets. Those not included in previous definitions.

A PN is said to be strongly connected when there is a path of ares joining

every pair of vértices. Strongly connected marked graphs are covered by a T-

semiflow, and strongly connected state machines by a P-semiflow. Therefore,
most of previous PN properties follow directly from the structure for these PN.

Verifying these properties in free-choice and other nets is in the general case a

computationally hard problem [10]. However, these PN are insteresting because

they allow to describe more complex DES behavior in compact representations.

2.3 Interpreted Petri nets

Interpreted Petri Nets (IPN) are an extensión to PN that allow to associate

input and output signáis to DES models. This is carried out by including an

input alphabet, a transition labeling function that describes the input signáis

required by the DES for an event occurrence and an output function assigning

output signáis to PN markings.

Definition 9 An Interpreted Petri Net (IPN) is the 4-tuple Q = (N, E, A, <p)
where:

• N = (G, M0) is a PN.

• E = {ai,a2, ...,<*■-} *• the input alphabet of the net, where a* is an input

symbol. -,

• A : T —» E U {e} ts a labeling function of transitions with the following
restriction: Víj,ífc 6 T, j ¿k t//(p¿,í_) = I(pi,tk) ¿ 0 and both A(í_),
A(tfc) *¿ 6, then X(tj) =£ A(í*). In this case e represents an internal event

of the system.
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• tp : R(G,Mo) —»{Z+}* is an output function that associates to each mark

ing in R(G, Mo) an output vector and q is the number of available outputs
associated to places.

Remarks:

• In this work (Q, Mq) will be used instead ofQ = (N, E, $, A, tp) to empha-
size the fact that there is an initial marking in an IPN .

• If not otherwise stated, it will be assumed that models for DES are ordi-

nary IPN (i.e. I{pt,ti)tO(pt,ti) € {0, 1} .Vp.,*,*).

• This work focuses on the case where the function <p is a q x n matrix

f
= [fii\> where q is the number of places representing states with different

output signáis associated in the DES and n is the number of places in

the model (G, Mo) ■ Each column of this matrix is either an elementary or

a nuil vector and tp (i, j) = 1 if the output corresponding to a state such

that M (j>j) = n contains n times the i — th output signal.

• Identical transitions are not allowed, i.e., it is assumed that Vti,tj such

that U =/ tj, X(ti) = X(tj) ,
it holds that C(-,i) -¿ C (*,_?') . This is not a

major constraint because those transitions are redundant.

All definitions and results on PN previously described can be extended to

IPN. However, in IPN the enabling and firing rules are defined as follows:

A transition tj e T of an IPN is enabled at marking M/t if Vpt e P,

Mk(j>i) ,? I(pi,tj). If X(tj) = a. ■■£ e is present and tj is enabled, then tj must

fire. If X(tj) = e and tj is enabled then tj can be fired. When an enabled

transition tj is fired in a marking Mk, then a new marking Mk+i is reached.

This fact is represented as: Mfc —► Mk+\. The new marking Mk+i can be

computed using the PN state equation as Mk+\ = Mk + Cvj, with C aad Vj

defined as in a PN.

The state equation of an IPN is obtained including the k
— th output to the

state equation of a PN:

Mk+1 = Mk + Cvk (2.1)

2/fc
= ipMk

Note thai, by definition of A, IPN are deterministic[18] over labeled tran

sitions, i.e. two transitions with the same associated input symbol (different
from symbol e) cannot have the same input places. However, they can be non-

deterministic[18] over unlabeled transitions (those U such that X(tj) = e).
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2.3.1 Manipulate-i transitions, measurable and computable

places

According to functions A and <p, transitions and places of an IPN (Q, Mq) can

be classified as follows.

Definition 10 // A(íj) *-¿ e the transition ti is said to be manipiilated. Other-

wise it is non-manipulated.
A place pi e P is said to be measurable if the i

— th column vector of tp is

not nvil (i.e., <p(-,i) ^ 0). Otherwise it is non-measurable. If in addition to

<p(-,i) ^ 0, tí holds thatVj, such that i ■*£_)', <p(-,i) j* tp(-,j), then pi is said to

be computable, otherwise p¡ is non-computable.

This means that a transition is said to be manipulated if its firing requires
a given input signal to be present. A place is measurable if it has an output

signal associated, and computable if that output signal is different from those

associated to all other places. Notice that this implies that the marking of

computable places can be directly obtained from the output signal.

Through this work, the measurable places of an IPN are depicted as clear

circles and the non-measurable ones as dark circles. Analogously manipulated
transitions are depicted as clear bars and non-manipulated transitions as dark

bars.

2.3.2 Languages, sequences, and vectors

The set of all sequences of transition firings of an IPN is called the IPN firing

language and every transition sequence has a vector associated.

Definition 11 A firing sequence ofan IPN (Q, Mq) is a sequence a = titj...tk—

such that Mo
—

-+ M_ —■*-» ...Mw —■■■■»
.... The set of all firing sequences is

called the firing language £(Q,Mq) = {<r|cr = títj...tk... and Mo —-» Mi —-»

-Mw-±+...}.

Let a = titjtk... be a firing sequence. The Parikh vector "5* : T —► Z+ of a

maps every transition í £ T to its number of occurrences in cr.

By associating the input symbol present while the output ofthe IPN changes
with the new output symbol, the sequences of input-output symbols are ob

tained.

Definition 12 A sequence of input-output symbols of (Q,Mo) is a sequence

w = ("o, 2/o) (o-iií/i) * * * (an,y„), where aj € E U {e} and ai+i is the current

input of the IPN when its output changes from yi to yt+i- It is assumed that

ao
=

£> Vo
= <p(Mo) and (aj+i,_/i+i) belongs to the sequence u> when:

• (oti,Vi) belongs tou,
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• Vi+i / Vi, and

• y1+1 is the output symbol occurring immediately after y¡ .

Notice that, according to the IPN firing rule for non-manipulated transi

tions, a change in the input while an input symbol cu is present, might be caused

by the firing of a transition tj such that A (tj) -¿ a».

The relevance of these sequences resides in the fact that they, together with

the IPN structure, provide all the required information used to compute an

IPN marking in the observability problem that will be later discussed.

Later, the following sets of sequences of input-output symbols will be useful

for the characterization of observable IPN.

Definition 13 Let (Q, Mo) be an IPN. The set of all sequences of input-

output symbols of (Q, Mo) will be denoted by A (Q, Mo) . In particular, the set

of all input-output sequences of length greater or equal than n will be denoted by
A" (Q,M0), i.e., A" (Q, M0) = {w € A (Q, M0) : |w| > n}.

Also the sequences of input-output symbols leading to blocked markings or

marking that do only enable self- loop transitions are relevant in the observability

analysis.

Definition 14 The set of all input-output sequences leading to an ending mark

ing in the IPN (markings enabling no transition or only self-loop transitions)
is denoted by AB (Q, M0), i.e., A_. (Q, M0) = {u> e A (Q, M0) | 3<r 6 íí(w) such

that M0 -^ Mj and ifMj -±> then C (*, í.) = 0}.

According to the IPN definition any input signal can be applied at any

marking. This implies that not every input signáis does necessarily produce
transition firings. Moreover, in consequence to the existence of non-manipulated

transitions, the sequences of transitions that fire while a input signal is present
are not uniquely determined by the input.

In addition, the fact that the same output signal might be associated to many
different markings implies that the output changes produced by a transition

sequence firing do not determine the transition sequence fired.

In resume, ñor input signáis, ñor output signáis can uniquely determine, in

the general case the transition sequence fired in an IPN. Therefore, sequences of

input-output symbols does not uniquely determine the sequences of transitions

firing in the IPN.

Analogously, different firing sequences may be related to the same sequence

of input-output symbols. The following definition introduces the set of firing

sequences that may be produced by a given sequence of input-output symbols
and the set of input-output symbols related to a firing sequence.

Definition 15 Ifu = (oto, yo) (<*i,yi) * * * (c*mVn) is a sequence of input-output

symbols, then the firing sequence a e £ (Q, Mo) whose firing actually generates
u. is denoted by au . The set of all possible firing sequences that could genér

ate the word w is Q (ui) = {a\o- € £ (Q, Mo) and the firing of a produces u*}.
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Inversely, if a is a firing sequence, then W (a) is the set of all sequences of

input-output symbols u> that could have been generated by a, i.e., W (a) =

{w€A(Q,Mo)\o-en(u)}.

The following definition relates a sequence of input-output symbols u with

the sequences of markings that an IPN may reach by the occurrence of u>.

Definition 16 Leía* = (ao.yo)(*-*U,yi)--*(an-Vn) € A(Q,Mo) be a sequence

of input-output symbols. The marking sequence set corresponding to u is defined
as

Sw = {M0Mi • • • M*|M. e R (Q,M0) ,

M0 -■■■■-•■ Mi -^
tm

MkAo-u = Utj---tm€Íl(u)}
(2.2)

Consider the IPN depicted in figure 2.1. This is a strongly connected

state machine IPN. Transitions íi,í¡*,Í3 and ts are manipulated and t4 is

non-manipulated. Places p\ and pi are measurable and p¡ and p¿ are non-

measurable. If the output signáis associated to p\ and P2 are different, then

they are also computable and otherwise non-computable. The IPN has only
one elemental P-semiflow Y\ = [1111] whose support is the set of all places in

the IPN and the corresponding P-component is the entire IPN. Meanwhile,

there exist two elemental T-semiflows Xi = [lllOO]7",^ = [00111]7" and, be-
cause of the existence of Y\ and X3 = [11211] the IPN is both conservative

and repetitive. The initial marking (depicted in the figure) is Mo = [0100]
which makes the IPN live, since every transition can be infinitely often fired

from that marking. The firing language is {ti, (4, ti*2>*4*5,**.*2*3> £4*5*3. *i*2*3*i,

£1*2*3*4, ■••} and some sequences of input-output symbols are presented in the

following table along with their corresponding transition sequence and marking

sequence

Input-output

symbols sequence

Transition

sequence

Marking

sequence

(■MOiJ) £ [0100]

(e, [01]) (a, [10]) h [0100] [1000]

(<r,[01])(e,[00]),

(e,[01]) (a, [00]),
(■r, [01]) (6, [00]),
(e,[01])(c,[00))

ÍU

\ *4*5

í [0100] [0001]

\ [0100] [0001] [0010]

(e, [01]) (a, [10]) (6, [00]) tl*2 [0100] [1000] [0010]

(c, [01]) (a, [10]) (b, [00]) (c, [01]) 1-1*2*3 0100] [1000] [0010] [0100]

(■r,[01])(-r,[00])(c,[01]),
(e, [01]) (a, [00]) (c, [01]),
(e, [01]) (b, [00]) (e, [01]),
(e,[01])(c[00])(c[01])

«4*5*3 [0100] [0001] [0010] [0100]
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no Pi ¿»n

Figure 2.1: Binary, strongly connected state machine IPN.

Notice that transition sequence t¿ has associated the input-output sequences

(e,[01])(e,[00]), (e, [01]) (o, [00]), (e, [01]) (b, [00]) , (e , [01]) (c, [00]) because it

may fire while any input symbol e, o, 6, or c is present. Sequence Í4Í5 has

the same input-output sequences associated because the firing of ts causes no

change in the output signal.

2.4 Conclusions

This chapter presented the formal definition of PN along with some basic prop
erties that will be useful in this work. Also IPN, and extensión to PN that

allows to capture the physical meaning of the model within it has being formally
introduced. Moreover, languages and sequences that arise from associating in

put and output signáis to IPN evolution have being presented, as well as the

relations existing among them.
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Chapter 3

Modular synthesis

Slimmary: In this chapter a modeling methodology for DES in IPN

terms is provided. This modeling methodology is based on separately describing
the behavior ofDES components in terms of state variables called modules and

later composing the obtained modules to build the model for the entire system.

Also a transformation technique that allows to reduce the amount of places
used to represent a DES is provided.

19
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3.1 Introduction

A fine survey of the existing modeling methodologies for DES in PN terms is

presented in [20]. Most of these works are extensions to modeling methodologies
available for FA. They are based on separately representing parts of the system
and later composing these parts using the synchronous product. Using these

methodologies, the resulting model might contain state trajectories that are not

feasible in the system. Therefore, a tuning stage where all system trajectories
are compared with those that the model presents is necessary. This, besides of

being subject to imprecisions, requires the complete enumeration of the states

obtained, becoming prohibitive for large DES.

Herein a modeling methodology that allows to represent an existing DES

in terms of IPN is presented. It is a bottom-up methodology which is also

based in separately describing the behavior of DES components in terms state

variables represented as simple PN called modules. Those modules are later

composed using two basic operators that are herein defined: synchronous and

permissive compositions. Synchronous composition, as the synchronous product
of other methodologies, is used to represent that events of different modules, or

components may be synchronously executed, or in other words, may be local

representations of the same global event. The novel permissive composition
allows to avoid the tuning stage necessary in other methodologies.

The derived modules representing bounded state variables with the method

ology herein proposed are binary and ordinary PN state machine. This fact

could leads to large PN models. To overeóme this problem a transformation

technique, used to reduce the model size, is also presented in this chapter. This

size reduction is achieved by using non-binary markings as well as weighted ares.

3.2 Modular description

Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of a clinic. There are four doctor offices in this clinic,
and a service corridor at the back of the offices. Patients arrive to a reception

área, waiting there to receive attention until a doctor office is available. For

hygienic reasons, cleaning is mandatory before any patient enters to an office.

In the cleaning process a sterilizing device (SD) is used. This SD should be left

at the service corridor while it is not being used. However, from time to time,

doctors keep it into their offices while they are attending patients. This causes

a delay in the attention to patients because, meanwhile, none other office can be

cleaned. The clinic administrator believes that because of this delay, annoyed of

waiting, many patients leave before they receive medical attention. In order to

determine if a second SD, or a better usage of the existing one may reduce the

time that patients need to wait to be treated and in consequence, the amount

of them leaving without attention, the clinic administrator is trying to obtain a
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Figure 3.1: Clinic diagram.

model for the clinic. He places himself at the reception área from where he can

see if an office is clean or if its occupied. However, he cannot determine if an

unoccupied office is dirty or being cleaned. At this position, he can also decide

the usage of available offices.

Describing the entire behavior of a large system (consider for instance a clinic

with 40 offices) in a single step might become prohibitive. For that reason, the

modeling methodology proposed in this work is based on a divide and conquer

strategy. It is proposed to firstly determine those components of the system

that are relevant for the model and then establish which are the aspects of

those components that have to be captured by the model. Then, separated

descriptions of the behavior of this aspects (herein called state variables) can
be obtained, reducing the complexity in the modeling process.

In the clinic example, for instance, according to the administrator point of

view, the patients waiting line, the doctor offices, and the SD are considered

as the relevant components of the system. The length of the waiting line, the

status of the offices and both, the location and the occupancy of the SD can be

considered as the aspects of the components or the state variables that must be

included in the model.

In order to obtain a representation of the behavior of each state variable, it

is desirable to determine the range of valúes that variables may have. In other

words, it has to be determined which are the valúes that will be given to the

status of an office, to the SD location, and its occupancy, as well as to the line

length.

According to the clinic description, four valúes are enough to describe the

status of an office: ready, occupied, dirty and being cleaned. There are five

different locations where the SD can be: at office 1, at office 2, at office 3, at

office 4 and at the service corridor. Its occupancy can be simply described as

idle and busy; and finally the length of the waiting line can be described by a

nonnegative integer.

Once that a system's state variable and its range of valúes have been deter

mined, its behavior can be represented in terms of a PN. In order to do this,
each of the valúes that it can take has to be associated to a PN marking. This

ta /
Doctor office 1

1
s

1

/
SD

\

/

Doctor office 2

Doctor office 3

\
Doctor office 4
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can be easily achieved in the following way: If the range of valúes is finite, a

PN place for each valué can be created and the marking holding one token in

that place and none in the remaining can be associated to the corresponding
valué. When the range of valúes is not bounded, each valué can be associated

to a nonnegative integer and all be represented as the marking of a single place

holding the corresponding amount of tokens.

In the clinic example four places are necessary to represent the corresponding

possible valúes of each office, five more to describe the SD location, two for its

occupancy and one for the row length.
The following step to represent the behavior of a state variable is to establish

how the events change their valúes and represent them in terms of transitions

that cause the corresponding change in the PN marking when firing. For in

stance, the entrance of a patient increases the valué of the line length, therefore

a transition representing this entrance, along with an are going from the tran

sition to the place that describes the row length must be created. Analogously,
a transition representing the leaving of a patient from the row, either to be

attended or to leave the clinic, must be created. The firing of this transition

must decrease the amount of tokens in the place representing the line length,

thus an are going from the place to the transition should be added.

Transitions representing the movement of the SD along the clinic, and the

beginning and ending of an office cleaning must be added to the model of the

SD location and occupancy respectively. Also, in each model of the status of

an office, transitions representing the entrance of a patient, the patient leaving
and the beginning and ending of the cleaning must be added.

Finally, to obtain a complete description of each state variable, its initial

valué must be represented. This is, if the SD is currently at the service corridor

then the corresponding place and no other in that model must be holding a

token. If its idle, then the place representing this valué should have a token,

and so on.

The entire PN models for these state variables, hereafter called modules are

depicted in figures 3.2 and 3.3. It has been assumed that the SD is currently

idle at the service corridor, that there are three patients in the waiting line and

that all but office 2, which is occupied, are ready to receive patients.

The algorithm that has been followed to obtain thesemodules is now formally

established:

Algorithm 17 Building PN modules

Input: A description of a system behavior.

Output: A set of isolated PN modules, £Dl*- .

1. System componente.- The system components must be identified and

named. Then, a finite set SYSTEM_COMPONENTS= {sci,sc2,... ,scn} of

these ñames must be created. A system component could be a valve, a

motor, a system resource, etc.
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Figure 3.2: PN modules of state variables Occupancy, Location and Row-
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2. State variables.- For each system component, the different variables

needed to represent its behavior must be chosen. In other words, the finite
set STATE_VARIABLES¡ = {sv[, sv\, . . .

, sv^} associated to the system

component scj 6 SYSTEM.COMPONENTS must be built. These variables

could represent the position (for instance a valve position), velocity, volt-

age, etc. of each system component.

3. Set of valúes.- For each state variable st** 6 STATE.VARIABLES., the

range ofpossible valúes must be stated. When the number ofpossible valúes

is finite, then the state variable is bounded, otherwise the state variable

is unbounded. For each bounded state variable sv'j eSTATE.VARlABLES.

determine the set VALUEsui = ■jwaij*', valí¡ ,
. . . val'J > of possible valúes

of sv'j . For instance, the variable "valvejpositiori' may take two valúes:

"Open", "Closed". Créate a set UNBOUNDEDj containing all unbounded

state variables sv'j of system component scí. Associate the set of non-

negative integers to each unbounded state variable.

4- Codification.- The valúes in each set values„í, when sv'j is bounded,

must be represented in terms ofPN markings. This can be easüy achieved

if binary places are used. Thus, for each bounded state variable

sv'j esTATE-VARlABLESj a set Psvi = \p%i , Pjf,... p'¿\ of places such

that values„í = \Pavi\ must be created. The marking of these places is

binary and mutually exclusive. Then, M(p'¿) = 1 means that the variable

sv'j takes the valué val'J . For each state variable sv'j in each UNBOUNDEDi

créate a place p'1 to represent sv'j . The marking of each of these places will

be a non-negative integer number and M(p'}) = k means that sv'j takes
valué related to k.

5. Event modeling.- For each pair of valúes val%, val]3 such that the state

variable sv'j could change from valué voíjj to valué val'j, a transition tj¿n
must be created. Then, one are going from place p}¿ to transition í^n and

one are going from transition tj¿n to place p'¿ must be added. If sv'j is

an unbounded variable, then créate a transition t'jk and an are weighted

n going from t'¡k to the place p'i representing sv'j , for each event evk that

increases the valué of sv'j in n units. Analogously, créate a transition

■■d*
an^ an arc tueighted n going from p'3 to t'jk for each event evk that

decreases the valué of sv'j in n units.

6. Initial marking.- For places representing bounded state variables the

initial marking is defined as: Mo(p'J¡) = 1 ifthe initial valué ofthe variable

sv'j is val'^ and Mo(pj¿) = 0 otherwise. For unbounded state variables the

initial marking is defined as: Mo(pJ¿) = k ifthe initial valué ofthe variable

sv'j is the valué related to k. The built PN, for the state variable sv'j, is

named the PN module ÍHtj .
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Applying this algorithm, isolated PN modules QJtj for each state variable

sv'j are built. Notice that these models are state machines which makes them

simple to analyze.

3.3 Module composition

In order to obtain the model for the entire system, the relations among state

variables must be determined and represented by composing the PN modules.

Relations among state variables can be classified into synchronous and per

missive relations. There exists a synchronous relation between two state vari

ables when there are transitions in their respective modules representing the

same event occurrence. For instance, in each office module there exists a tran

sition that represents the entrance of a patient. Each of these transitions rep

resent a different event occurrence and therefore, each one of them is related to

an occurrence of the event represented by the transition that removes a patient
from the row. Similarly, each office module contains a transition representing
the beginning of the cleaning process. Each one of these transitions represents a

different event occurrence and is related to an occurrence of that event in the SD

occupancy module. The same situation holds for those transitions representing
the cleaning process ending in the SD occupancy and office modules.

3.3.1 Composition operators

In order to capture a synchronous relation in the model, those transitions rep

resenting several different occurrences of the same event must be replicated to

have a copy available for each occurrence. Then, transitions of different modules

representing the same event occurrence must be merged into a single one. This

transition merging achieves to represent with a single transition a single event

occurrence and then, the transition firing produces the corresponding change in

the valué of the state variables involved.

A permissive relationship occurs when a specific valué of a state variable

is needed for the occurrence of an event, and that event occurrence does not

change the valué of the variable. For instance, assuming that the SD can only be

retrieved from an office when the office is ready, then the occurrence of the event

is tuned by the valué of the state variable representing the office and, however,
the removal of the SD from the office does not change the office status. In a

similar way, assuming that the SD only gets into an office when it is dirty, the

occurrences of the entrance of the SD to the offices are related with the valué

"dirty" of the office status. In order to capture these relationships into model,
the place representing the required valué and the transitions representing the

event occurrences must be joined by a bidirectional are. In this way, transitions
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can fire only while a token is held into the place and these firings do not change
the token location.

Therefore, synchronous and permissive relations can be captured by the

model by composing the PN modules that describe state variables. In order to

formally establish these compositions, an arbitrary set of labels for places and

transitions is introduced.

Labeling of nodes

Definition 18 Let (G,M0) be an PN and LABELS= {/i, ...,lw} be a set of
labels arbitrarüy defined. (G, Mq) is a labelled PN if títere exists a function
tLab : T —«LABELS associating one label to each transition and a function

pLab : P—► 2LABELS associating a subset of labels to each place.

Using this set of labels, synchronous composition can be defined as follows:

Synchronous composition

Definition 19 Let (G\,Mr}) and (G2, M¡j) be two labelled PN, where LABELSi

ts not necessarily different from LABELS2. The synchronous composition of

(Gi,M¿) and (G2,M§) is the labelled PN (Gi||2,M,_112) given by

Pi||2=PiUP2,

■Tina = (Ti -

cTi) U (T2 -

cT2) U cT,

Mo^^Mo'-UMo2,
pLabí 1 1 2

= pLabí \YlpLab2,

+ Tnh u\ I tLabífe) iftjETiUcT
tLabW{t>) = \tLab2(tj) iftjeT2

h\\2 = Tll{(p.,í.)|tJe7*,-cTi} U-í2|{(p.,t_)|t.eT.-cT_}U

{tj
€ cTi and 7i(p-, tj) = 1 "j

((Pi,tj),l) or \.

tj € ¿T2 and I2(pu tj) = 1 J
Ol||2 = OllíÍp-.t^lt.eTj-cT!} U02|{(p.,t_)|t.eT.-cT.}U

Ítj
ecTx and01(pi,tj) = \ \

((p.,t.),l) or \,
tj € dT2 and 02(pi,t.) = 1 J

where

cTi = {í* € TilBíi e T2,tLa6i (tk) = tLab2 (t¡)} ,

cT2 = {tk e T2\3ti € Tu tLah (tk) = tiobi (t<)} ,

cT = tfc|3í. e cTi, 3tj e cT2,tLabi (t.) = tLah (tj) ,
and

f\¿ means the function f restricted to the set A.

From previous definition it follows immediately that synchronous composi
tion is commutative and associative. The permissive composition uses the set

of labels associated to places and transitions to créate self-loops between places

and transitions related. This is formally established as follows:

Permissive composition

Definition 20 Leí (Gi,Mr}) and(G2,M%) be two labelled PN, where LABELSi

is not necessarily different from LABELS2. The permissive composition of(G\, Mq)
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and (G2,M§) ü the labelled PN (Gi<,2,M01<>2) given by
Plo2 = PlUP2,

ri,2 = riur2,

aí0102 = m¿,
/i»j = /iU/2U

<(ipk,tj),l)

O102 = Oí u 02Ü

l((p*.í¿).l)

P* € Pio2,t_. e T102 and

tLobi (tj) 6 pLab2 (pk) or

tLab2 (tj) e piati (pk)

Pfc •= Pio2)*j <= Tio2 and

tLabí (tj) e pLofej (pk) or

tLab2 (tj) 6 pLa&i (pk)
tLabio2 = tLab\ Ü tLab2, and

pLabi<,2 =pLabi UpLa&o-

Clearly, also the permissive composition is both associative and commuta-

tive. By means of synchronous and permissive compositions, the algorithm that

establishes the module compositions above described results as follows:

Algorithm 21 PN Module composition

Input: A set of isolated PN modules, Wj .

Output: A labelled PN (G, Mq) representing the behavior of the DES.

Labelling modules.- For each PN module SJK-, the functions tLab'j and

pLab'j must be defined. These functions are arbitrary defined for each

module; tLab'j, however, must be injective. The labelling process associates

a physical meaning to PN nodes.

If a transition has a physical meaning that is tuned by the occurrence of
other variables in the system, then this transition must be replicated as

many times as its physical meaning is tuned and each instance of the

transition must have a different label to preserve the injectiveness. For

instance, if a machine can be unloaded by robot 1 or by robot 2, then

the transition representing the unloading action must be duplicated.

The set of labels of a place pm ofVOVj must contain the label of a transition

tn o/3Jt* ifthe occurrence ofthe event represented by tn requires the valué

of sv'j to be equal to the valué represented by the place pm.

Module composition.- Obtain the synchronous composition 3JlJC of all

modules OTJ and then apply the permissive composition to SPlac with itself
to obtain (G, Mo).

The output of previous algorithm is a PN model for the DES. Figure 3.4

shows the PN model obtained applying the PN module composition algorithm
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Figure 3.4: PN model for the clinic example considering only two doctor offices.

in the clinic example. In the interest of clearness, only two doctor offices have

been considered.

3.4 Model interpretation

As mentioned earlier, the main advantage of IPN over PN is that input and

output signáis associated to event occurrences and the state valúes ofthe system,

respectively, are included in an IPN model. Thus, by associating input and

output signáis to transitions and places, a PN model becomes an IPN. Such

input and output signáis association is made by defining functions A and tp,

respectively.
In order to introduce how functions A and tp can be established, consider

again the clinic example and remember that the clinic administrator has placed
himself at the reception área. From this point he can determine the length of

the patients queue, and if an office is ready or occupied. However, he cannot

determine if it is dirty or being cleaned. Moreover, the only event occurrences

that he can manipúlate is the entrance of patients into the offices. Therefore,

the place representing the row length, and those that represent the states ready
and occupied of each office status should have output signáis associated. Also,

input signáis must be assigned to the transitions representing the entrance of a

patient to offices.
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In the complete model for the clinic, transitions ti6,i2, t2o,i2, t24,i2 and

*28,i2 represent the entrance of patients to office.l, office_2, office_3 and office_4,
respectively; therefore function A can be established as follows: A(ti6ii2) =

"goJto.1", A(t20,i2) = ugojtoJ2n, A(t24,i2) = "gojtoJS", A(t28,i2) = "godo
4" and A(t<) = e for all other t¿. According to the IPN definition 9, function

tp has to be established as a matrix such that all columns are either elementary
or nuil vectors. Since the places representing those valúes that can be measured
are pg, pg, pi2, pi3, pi6, pi7, p20, p2í and p24, matrix tp can be established as

the 9 x 24 matrix <p
= [ 00 p_0000ei e200e3e400e5e600e7e800eo], where zeros

Occup Locat RoW Office-l Office-2 Office-3 Office-4

represent nuil columns and e* the vector such that its i-th entrance is 1 and all

other are 0.

The algorithm that formally establishes the steps that have to be observed

in order to obtain an IPN model from the PN model previously obtained.

Algorithm 22 IPN building

Input: A labelled PN (G,M0).
Output: An IPN (G, Mo) representing the behavior of the DES, including

the input commands and the output signáis.

1. Defining X. Functions X and tp must be specified to obtain (Q,Mo).
Function X is established by associating to each transition t¿_n in the model,
the input symbol a^„ (if any) that is used to change the state variable sv'j
from valué vál'j^ to valué val]3 .

2. Defining tp. Function tp is defined as aqxn matrix, where q is the number

of available output signáis in the DES and n is the number of places in

the model (G, Mo). Each column of this matrix is an elementary or nuil

vector and tp(i,j) = 1 when the output i is present (turned on) every time

that M(pj) = 1.

According to this, tp is linear and the output of the IPN contains k times

the output signal related to place p¡ ifM(pj) = k.

Summarizing, the methodology to obtain an IPN model consist in applying

algorithm Building PN modules, afterwards algorithm PN Module

composition and finally algorithm IPN building. This methodology is illus-

trated through a case of study in the next subsection.

3.5 Application example

System description an-l scenario.- Consider the manufacturing cell depicted

in figure 3.5. This cell is. composed of a conveyors end, two work-sites, and a
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Figure 3.5: Manufacturing cell layout.

robotic arm. Two different types of parts (o and 6) are loaded into the end

of the conveyor. From that point, the robotic arm takes parts of type a and

load them into work-site 1 and parts b into work-site 2. Afterwards external

agents remove parts from the work-sites. In order to avoid an overflow in the

work-sites, the robotic arm movement is restricted in the following way: the

robotic arm cannot go to a work-site unless the work-site is empty.

Applying algorithm Building PN.- The identifíed system components
are work-site 1, work-site 2, the conveyors end and the robotic arm. Therefore

the following set is identified SYSTEM_COMPONENTS= {uiorfcstte.l, worksitejl,
conveyorsjend, roboticjarm} . State variables Wl, W2 and CE will describe

the occupancy of the work-sites 1 and 2 and the conveyor last site, respectively.
The action that the robotic arm is performing will be described by state variable

RA. The set {empty, occupied} describes the valúes that state variables W\ and

W1 can take and {empty, holdingua, holdingJb}, and {tdZe, picking, holdingja,

holdingJb, deliveringja, deliveringjb} the valúes for CE, and RA respectively.
Places pi and p2 are created to represent the valúes ofWl; P3 and p4 to describe

the valúes of W2 respectively. Places ps, ps and pi represent the valúes of CE

respectively; pg, pg ,...,pi3 represent the valúes of RA respectively.

For every state variable a set of transitions are created to represent the

events that change the valué of a given variable. For example ti represents

the change empty
— occupied and <2 represents the change occupied

—

empty.

The sets {í3, í4}, {t5, t6, t7, tg}, and {t_2, tío, *13* *9, *5, *n- *14> are used

to represent the changes in W2, W2, CE, and RA respectively. In order to

obtain the initial marking of the modules we assume that the initial state for

the system is Wl = empty, W2 = empty, CE = empty and RA = idle. The
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Figure 3.6: PN modules describing state variables.

PN modules obtained by this algorithm are depicted in figure 3.6.

Applying algorithm PN Module composition.- We assign the same la

bel to the transitions representing the picking of a part a and the same to those

representing the picking of a part 6 from the conveyors last site (i.e., tLab fe) =

tLab(tio) , tLab(tf) = tLab(t\z)). Also the transitions representing the same

part delivering at a work-site are given the same label (tLab (ti) = tLab (tu) ,

tLab fe) = tLab (tu)). Since tg is associated with the movement ofthe robotic

arm to the work-site 1 and place pi represents that this work-site is empty,

pLab(pi) = {tiot(tg)}. Analogously, pLab(pz) = {tXa6(ti5)} for work-site 2.

Figure 3.7 shows the PN resulting from performing the synchronous compo
sitions ofthe modules representing the state variablesWl, W2, CE and RA and

later performing the permissive composition of the resulting PN with itself. In

the figure, the bidirectional ares represent a self-loop around the related nodes.

Applying algorithm IPN definition.- Assuming that input symbol "pick"
orders the robotic arm to pick the part at the conveyors end we make A (Í6,io) =

pick, A(t7,i3) = ptefc. Nuil input signáis (i.e. input signal e) are associated to

the remaining transitions. It is also assumed that signal "af.com*" is emitted for

the robotic arm while it is at the conveyors end, and "deliver" while delivering
a part. Signáis "holdja", "holdJb" are emitted by the conveyor while holding
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Figure 3.7: IPN model for the entire system.

such a part and work-sites 1 and 2 provide signáis "wl.o" and "w2jo" while

occupied, respectively. Thus, the places p2, p4, po, and pj have different output

signáis associated, while pg, pío and pn have the same signal, as well as pi2 and

P13. The remaining places have no output signal associated and thus, tp is given
as the 6 x 13 matrix:

0000000000'

1000000000

0010000000

0001000000

0 0 0 0 0 1110 0

0000000011

The IPN obtained applying this algorithm is given in figure 3.7, the places
that have no output signáis associated are depicted as dark circles, those that

have different output signáis are represented as clear circles and those with the

same output signal as dashed circles. Similarly, transitions that have an input

symbol associated are depicted as clear bars, and those without an input symbol
are dark.

0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
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3.6 Module transformation

The output of algorithm PN Module-composition, is a binary state machine

when the state variable represented is bounded. This section presents a tech

nique that allows to reduce the amount of places of that module by transforming
it into a non-binary state machine. Moreover, a reduction of an entire IPN

model can be obtained by defining establishing the reductions corresponding to
its modules.

Definition 23 Let sv'j €STATE_variables. be o state variable and OT* = (G,M0)
its binary PN model obtained with algorithm PN Module-composition. Any
PN OT}' = (G', M¿) model such that the reachability graphs of both nets are

equivalents (i.e. the number of states is the same and they are connected by the

same labelled ares) is a codification o/OT}.

In the following, OT} will be named the canonical codification of sv'j and if

the number of places in OT}' is less than the number of places in OT} it will be

said that OT}' is a place reduction codification of su*- .

Definition 24 Let OT} be a canonical codification. The matrix T = [vi, ...,vk]

where i*¡ ts a q x 1 vector of non-negative integers, q ^ 1 and k = VALUE_,„¡

k

is named a code transformation matrix if Vv<, _>_¡ Vi(j) = £ for some constant

i=i

valué l;, and vm **¿ v*.

The following result shows how a code transformation matrix í can be used

to obtain a codification OT}' of a PN module OT}.

Proposition 25 Leí OTJ be a PN module and Mq, C+ and C~ be the initial

marking, post and pre incidence matrices offüPj, respectively. Let 1 be a code

transformation matrix, then TMo, 1C+ and TC~ describe the initial marking,

post and pre incidence matrices of a codification OT}' o/OT}.

Proof. Any marking in the reachability graph ofOT} has a uniquemarking in

the reachability graph of OT}'. This fact follows from the following observations.

Let Mo + (C+ — C~) Vk be a reachable marking of OT}. Since OT} is an ordi-

nary binary state machine PN, then the columns of C+ and C~ are elemental

vectors, thus they are markings of the reachability graph of OT}. Moreover, any

reachable marking of OT} is an elemental vector.

On the other hand, a reachable marking in OT}' is 1M0 + (1C+ -

1C~) vk =

T[Mo+(C+ — C~) Vk], since any reachable marking of OT} is an elemental vector,
then the reachable markings of OT}' are equal to the columns of T. Moreover,

since the columns of T are different from each other, then to each different

marking of OT} corresponds a different marking of OT}'.
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When Mi —% Mj occurs in OT} then, from the state equation of OT}', it

follows that IMi —S* XMj, thus both reachability graphs are equivalent.

Also, any marking in the reachability graph of OT}' has a unique marking in
the reachability graph of OT} . This can be proved in a similar way.

Since the reachability graphs of both nets are equivalent, then OT}' is a

codification of OT} . ■

By creating a block diagonal matrix of code transformation matrices, a code

transformation matrix for and entire IPN can be obtained.

Proposition 26 Let & = {OTi,...,OTn} be a set of PN modules and (Q,M0)
be the IPN derived when synchronous and permissive compositions are applied
to the set & and the input and output functions are defined. If there exists T-.,

...,1.n code transformation matrices for the respective modules in &, then the

matrix

1 =

0

ts a code transformation matrix for (Q, Mo).

Proof. Note that the places of (Q,Mq) are the unión of the places of the

modules. Then, by a similar reasoning to that applied in previous proposition,
this new matrix is a code transformation matrix. ■

The more interesting codifications are those with a lower number of places.
In order to obtain this kind of codifications, it is enough to select a code trans

formation matrix T with less rows than the number of places of OT}.
Figure 3.8 shows a place reduction codification of the IPN module repre

senting the state variable that describes the dynamics of the robotic arm in the

example of section 3.5, whose binary PN representation is depicted in figure
3.6. It can be verified that the reachability graphs of both nets are equivalent
and that the incidence matrices of the place reduction codification, as well as

its initial marking can be obtained using the code transformation matrix

1 =

2 0 0 0 0 0

0 2 0 10 1

0 0 2 110

0 0 0 0 11

For instance

"

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 0 0

C~ =
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0
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Figure 3.8: Place reduction codification of the IPN module representing the

robotic arm.

and

1C~ =

0 0 0 2 0 0 0

0 2 0 0 2 11

2 0 10 0 0 1

0 0 10 0 10

which is the pre-incidence matrix of the reduced model.

3.7 Conclusions

A novel modeling methodology that allows to obtain IPN for DES has been

presented. This modeling methodology is based on establishing the amount

of state variables needed to describe the behavior of DES components along
with the set of possible valúes that each of those state variables may take. The

behavior of the state variables have been represented in terms of PN called

modules, and later, in order to obtain the model for the entire system, the rela

tion among those modules has been represented using two basic operators: the

synchronous and the permissive compositions. Synchronous composition allows

to represent those event that commonly affect the state of different modules

and permissive composition to represent the need of an event occurrence for the

state of a different module to have a specific valué.

Also a reduction technique that allows to transform binary models into non-

binary IPN with weighted ares, and equivalent reachability graphs has been

presented.
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Chapter 4

Observability

OlimiTlEiry! A formal definition of observability in IPN, along with a

novel geometric characterization of observability based on input-output equiv-
alence relations on the marking sequences sets, are presented in this chapter.
That characterization is applied to a linear continuous system, leading to the

well known structural conditions necessary for observability in such systems;

showing that the observability characterization is well posed and that can be

applied to any dynamic system. Since this observability definition is based

on input-output sequences, directly applying it to verify observability in IPN

results computationally complex. Therefore, using a similar process to the

one that lead to the structural characterization of observability in linear sys

tems, conditions necessary for observability in IPN are obtained. These condi

tions motívate the división of the observability problem into the sequence- and

marking-detectability. Event-detectability, a stronger property than sequence-

detectability is defined and structural characterized. Also a structural char

acterization of a broad class of marking-detectable IPN is presented. Thus,

polynomial algorithms to verify observability in a broad class of IPN can be

obtained.

37
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4.1 Introduction

Observability is an important dynamic property that determines if the state of

a system can be computed using the input and output signáis and the structure

of the system.

As mentioned earlier, there exists many observability definitions in DES

literature, however, most of those definitions are either special cases of what

in systems theory is considered observability or conditions for the existence of

system controllers under partial event observation.

In this chapter, a formal definition of observability for IPN, that arises

from the generalization of observability to the case when the system is non-

deterministic, is presented. Moreover, a theorem that characterizes observable

systems is introduced.

In order to show that this theorem, and therefore, the observability definition

presented, capture the meaning of this property as it is understood in systems

theory, by applying the theorem to a linear continuous system, the well known

conditions for observability in this kind of systems, are derived.

Since the theorem mentioned earlier is based on input-output sequences and

its relation with the sequences of transitions that fire in the IPN, its importance
results only theoretical and cannot be directly applied to determine if a given
IPN is observable. Therefore, following an analogous procedure to the one that

lead to the observability conditions in the linear continuous case, observability
conditions for IPN are derived. These conditions lead to the división of the ob

servability property into sequence-detectability and marking-detectability. Both

of this properties are herein formally defined and analyzed.
As the ñame suggests, sequence-detectability directly depends on the se

quences of transitions fired in an IPN and analyzing all possible sequences

that may fire in an IPN results, in the general case, a highly complex prob
lem. Fortunately, there exists a stronger property than sequence-detectability,
named event-detectability, which can be fully characterized in terms of the IPN

structure.

Moreover, for a broad class of IPN that exhibit event-detectability, also

marking-detectability can be characterized in terms of the structure. Therefore,

polynomial algorithms to determine if an IPN is observable can be obtained

using the results herein presented.

4.2 Observability formal definition

Loosely speaking, a dynamic system model is said to be observable if the knowl

edge of its inputs, outputs and structure suffices to uniquely determine its state.

A deterministic and time-driven dynamic model, for instance x = Ax +

Bu; y = Cx, is said to be observable if there exists a finite time í¡ such that
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the knowledge of the model structure (A, B, C), the input signal (u(t)) and the

output signal (y(t)) over the interval *_,<*< *i suffices to uniquely determine

the initial state (x (to)). A remarkable fact in deterministic models is that the

knowledge of x fe) and u (t) uniquely determines x (t) for all t > to.

When the system is not deterministic (i.e., when the solution of the model is
not unique [33]), however, the knowledge of x(*o) and u(t) does not guarantee
the computation of x fe) for all t > to. Thus, for the general case, the observ

ability condition must be changed to provide the knowledge of the initial state

and all states x (*),*> *o-

A non-deterministic dynamic model, for instance an IPN, is observable if

there exists a finite integer n such that the knowledge of the model structure

(C, X, tp), the input sequence (vk) and the output sequence (yk) for any k > n

suffices to uniquely determine the state sequence over 0 <l < k (Mo ■ . ■ Mk).
Using the input-output sequences introduced in chapter 2, the observability

definition in IPN can be formally stated as follows.

Definition 27 An IPN given by (Q, Mo), where Mq may be unknovm, is ob

servable if there exists an integer k < oo such that Vw € A* (Q, Mo)UA__ (Q, Mq)
it holds that the information provided by u> and (Q, Mq) suffices to uniquely de

termine the initial marking Mo and the marking Mi reached by the firing of the

underlaying firing sequence au.

Therefore an IPN is observable when for any sequence of input-output sig
náis of length equal or greater than k or any blocking sequence, the marking
reached by the system can be uniquely determined.

4.3 Geometric characterization

Since the set Su contains all the marking sequences corresponding to the same

input-output sequence w € A* (Q, Mq) U Ab (Q, Mo) ,
then when \SU\ = 1 there

exists only one marking sequence for the word w. Thus the initial and the actual

marking can be computed from these marking sequence. If this is the case for

every w e A* (Q, Mq) U A_j (Q, Mo) ,
then any marking reached by those w can

be computed and therefore (Q, Mo) is observable. This fact is formalized in the

following theorem.

Theorem 28 An IPN given by (Q, Mq) is observable if and only if there is an

integer k < oo such that Vw e A* (Q, Mq) U Ab (Q, Mq) it holds that \SU\ = 1,

where Su is the marking sequence corresponding to w.

Proof. (Sufficiency) Assume that there is an integer fe < oo such that

Vw e A*(Q, Mo)U A__(Q,Mo) tí holds that \SU\ = 1, then, there exists a

function * : A*(Q,M0)U AB(Q,M0)
—> R(Q,M0) x R(£?,M0) such that

Vw 6 Afc (Q,M0) U A_j (Q, M0) tí holds that * (w, (Q, M0)) = (M0, M¿) ,
where
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Mq is the initial marking and Mi is the marking reached by the firing of the

underlaying firing sequence ou .

(Necessity) Suppose that there is no integer k < oo such that Vw e A* (Q, Mo)
U Aa (Q, Mo) tí holds that \SU\ = 1, then for any k there is at least one

w G A* (Q, M0) U AB (Q, M0) such that \SU\ *¿ 1, therefore \SU\ > 1. Assume

without lost of generality that Su = {7i = MíMj
• • • Mk ■ ■ ■ Mn, j2 = M-M¡

■ ■ ■

M'k - - - M¿}. 5tnce these sequences are different, then there must exist markings

Mk and M'k in 7j and 72, respectively, such that Mk *¡¿ M'k. Notice then that in
the case when the initial marking of (Q, Mo) is Mk orM'k, there exist two differ
ent valúes to assign to Mo, or alternatively, that function \P cannot be obtained.

Thus (Q, Mq) is not observable. ■

It is worth noting that previous theorem uses the input an output sequences
of the model, but does not use the structure of the model. Thus, this result can

be applied to any dynamic system model. For instance, when the model is the

linear differential state equation:

x = Ax + Bu, xfe) = xo (4.1)

y
= Cx

the model is observable if and only if there exists a finite ti such that any pair
of different state trajectories xi (t) , x2 (í) can be distinguished using the input

signáis ui (t) ,
u (t2) ,

or the output signáis j/i (t) , j/2 (t) for to < t < ti . To clarify
this fact notice that the solution to equation (4.1) is:

x(t) = e^x0 + /
°

eA(t-T)Rtt(T)dr. (4.2)
Jo

If the same input is given for two different initial conditions xi (to) and

x2 (ío), then two possible solutions are found:

xi(t) = e^'xi + ff eA^-r)Bu(r)dT
x2(t) = eAtx2 + ff eA^-T'Bu(r)dr.

{ '

Now, if the output signáis j/i (í) and y2 (t) generated by xi (í) and x2 (í),
respectively, are the same for every í > ío, then

Ce^xi + C f
°

eA<t-T)Ru(r)dr = CeAtx2 + C i
"

eA(t~T)Bu(r)dT (4.4)
Jo Jo

or

Ce^si - CeAtx2 = 0. (4.5)

Thus

CeAt(xi -

x2) = 0 (4.6)
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which can be written as

C(I +At+ ÍA2t2 + ÍA3t3 4* ... + j-L-^An-Hn-1 4* ...)(xi -

x2) = 0.
1

(4*7)

using Taylor series. Since

eAt = (/ + At + ±A2t2 + ±¡A3t3 + ... +—L—A^H"-1 + ...)

is non-singular [7], then the system is non-observable when there exist at least

two vectors xi, x2 belonging to ker(G) n ker(GA) D ... ("I ker(GAn_1), or equiv-
alently the system is non-observable when the rank of the matrix

0 =

C

CAn-l

(4.8)

is less than n. Thus the continuous system is non-observable when ker(G) fl

ker(CA) f~l ... f"l ker(CAn_1) *j¿ {0} or equivalently, when the rank of O is less

that n. The converse can also be proved [43].
Notice then that, using theorem 28, a structural characterization of the

observability for those systems described by equation (4.1) was derived. Now,

using a similar reasoning, a structural characterization for observability in IPN

models will be derived.

Assume that there exist two initial markings Mq, Mq (not necessarily dif

ferent because IPN are in the general case non-deterministic) and the same

input 7 is given in both cases, generating two different sequences of markings
s" *

= M¿Mi ■ • ■ M¿. and s_fs = MqM2 • • • M2_, reached by the firing sequences
<ti = t\t\ • ■

-ti, and a2
= t\t\ ■ ■ -t2_, respectively. Now, according to theorem

28, if both of them genérate the same output word <j> for every ni,n2 > 0, then

the system is non-observable. In this case, it holds that for all trj 6 57 there

exists a cr'j e o-J, such that

tp(Ml+c7x)=tp(MZ + cJ2) (4.9)

tp(M01+Cc7[)-tp(Mo* + Coy2) = 0. (4.10)

Since both marking sequences genérate the same output word, in the case

when tp and C are linear, the conditions for non-observability are reduced to

the following ones:

tp(M01-Mg) = 0

*7(5í-3)-0
(4'U)
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and other combinations are not possible.

Henee, if the model is non-observable, it holds that:

M¿ - M§ e kertp

(3-3)6tar<pC
(412)

The first condition is held if Mq1 = M§ or if tpM¿ = tpMg with M¿ ± M§;
and the second one holds if cr'i = a'2, or if Co^ = Ca^ with er^ **¿

cr2, or if

tpCa{ = tpC<72 with Co[ ?¿ C<r£.
The condition M¿ = Mq with o\ = cr2, however, is not fulfilled when the

IPN is non-observable, since it generates only one marking sequence.

Condition C7X = Ca^ with a\ jí o'2 implies that those transitions that are

different in <r_ and a'2 are indeed equivalent. Since this redundaney of transitions

is not considered in this work, the non-observability of an IPN is reduced to

the following cases:

1. Mq1 = M§ and tpC<r\ = tpCo^ with Ca{ -¿ Coi..

2. tpMl = tpMl with M¿ j= Mi and a\ = trí,.

3. tpM¿ = tpMg with Mq1 # Mq2 and tpCo{ = tpCa% with Ca{ ¿ Ca^.

Now, these conditions will be studied to derive structural conditions to char-

acterize IPN exhibiting the observability property.
The first case characterizes when a marking enables different firing sequences

o*i , a2 such that <7i , <r2 6 íí (w) for some input-output symbol word w.

The second case characterizes when two different markings enable the same

firing transition sequence, thus two marking sequences generating the same

input-output symbol sequence are obtained.

Finally, the third case characterizes when two different markings enable two

different firing transition sequences ar**,, a2, such that the input-output symbol

sequence generated is w and a\, cr2 6 íí (w).
Thus, if these cases are avoided the IPN becomes observable. For instance,

the first case is avoided when any pair of firing transition sequences a\ttr% can

be detected since in this case for each input-output symbol word generated w,

|íí(w) | = 1. Thus according to definition 16, \SU\ = 1, and by theorem 28 the

net is observable.

The second case is avoided when there exists a marking Mk that can be

computed after the firing of k < oo transitions. In this case, we claim that either

Mf -**■*-» Mk or M2 -^-» Mk, but not both M°, M_? reach Mk for the same firing

sequence. Assume that this is not true, i.e. M° —-* M*. and M_? —> M*. Since

the firing transition sequence is the same in both cases, using the IPN state

equation it follows that Mfc_i is the same in both marking sequences and then,

by recursively applying this idea, we obtain that Mf = M2 ,
a contradiction.

Then, when o is known, the knowledge of Mk allows to detect the marking

sequence, i.e. |SW| = 1.
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The third case is a combination of previous cases. Thus, the knowledge of

the fired transition sequence <ru and the reached marking Mk are enough to

avoid this case.

In order to determine the conditions that guarantee that both, the fired

transition sequence <7W and the reached marking Mk, can be determined, it is

important to consider that even when the precise location or state of the entities

(resources, machines, buffer capacities, etc.) that constitute the DES may be

unknown, in most of the cases, the amount of those entities is known. This

concept is analogous to that of "macrc-markings" used in [15] and is formally

posed in the next definition.

Definition 29 LetQ be an IPN structure andM(p¡) be any marking of a place

Pj inQ. The set of equations CML = {£ y)-M(pj)=ki\ie [l,...,s],7} eZ+}
3=1

form a set of conservative marking laws (CML) t/Vy^ ^ 0 tí holds that ki/Yk w

an integer valué and all non-computable places (i.e., allpn such that, tp(-,n) = 0

or such that there exists a pm such that pm **£ pn and tp(-,m) = tp(-,n)) are

contained in at least one equation (i.e., if pn is non-computable then 3i such

that TJ, ■/ 0/ A CML is said to be a binary CML (BCML) if it holds that

Vy'* 6 {0, 1} and VA* = 1. In a matrix form, a CML can be written as:

TM = K (4.13)

where r.j =fij,Mj = M (p_) and Ki = ki.

Remarks:

• Hereafter A-^o will denote the set of all possible initial markings ful-

filling the stated CML; that is, M0 € Mo means that any marking

M € R(Q,M0) fulfills the CML constraints.

• Notation p„ € e¡, where e¿ € CML (or e¡ e BCML) means that there

n

exists an equation _C 7}
■ M(pj) = k¡, named e¡ in the CML, such that

¿=1

• Also, (Q, Mo) will denote an IPN where M0 € Mo; the initial marking

Mo could be, however, unknown. Notation Mq will be used when the

CML is binary.

Using the CML concept, the following definitions can be posed. They es-

tablish when is that the transition sequence au, and when the reached Mk can

be determined.

Definition 30 An IPN given by (Q,Mo) w sequence-detectable if there exists

an integer k < 00 and a function *s : A* (Q,Mo) x (Q, Mo)
—

' £ (Q,Mo)
such that Vw e A" (Q, Mo) it holds that *s (w, (Q, Mo)) = <-*-«•
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Definition 31 An IPN given by (Q,Mo) is marking-detectable if there exists

an integer k < oo and a function 9m : A* (Q, Mo) x (Q,Mo) —► K(Q,Mo)
such that Vw e A* (Q,Mo) it holds that *M (w, (Q,M0)) = Mi, where Mi is

the marking reached by the firing of the underlaying firing sequence au.

According to these definitions and previous discussion on the conditions that

lead to observable IPN it follows that sequence- and marking-detectability are

necessary for observability in the case when it is assumed that Vtj, tj such that

ti ^ tj, X(U) = A(í¿), it holds that C(-,i) ^ C(-,j). Moreover, it can be

proved that sequence- and marking-detectability are necessary and sufficient for

observability in this case. This is formally posed in the following lemma.

Lemma 32 An IPN given by (Q,M¿) is observable if and only if it is both

sequence- and marking-detectable.

Proof. (Sufficiency) Let (Q, Mo) be an IPN and assume that there exists

an integer k < co and functions 9m : A* (Q, Mo) x (Q,Mo)
—► R (Q,Mo) and

Vs : A* (Q, Mo) x (Q,Mo) —-> £ (Q,Mo) such that Vw e A* (Q,Mo) it holds
that ^m (w, (Q, Mq)) = Mi and *s (w, (Q, Mo)) — "u where M_ is the marking
reached by the firing of the underlaying firing sequence au. Then, a function

9(lj,(Q,M0)) = (M0,Mi) can be built as 9(w,(Q,M0)) = (Ms,MM)where
Mm = *m (w, (Q, Mo)) and Ms = Mm — CaZ. Clearly Mo = Ms-

(Necessity) Follows from previous discussion on the conditions that lead to

observable IPN . ■

In the following sections a characterization, based on the IPN structure, of

those exhibiting sequence- and marking-detectability (and therefore observabil

ity) is addressed.

4.4 Sequence-detectable IPN

Sequence-detectability implies the knowledge of all firing sequences of an IPN,
thus the problem of determining when an IPN is sequence-detectable is highly

complex. Using event-detectability [40], a stronger property that establishes

when each individual transition firing can be uniquely determined, the com

plexity can be overéame. This is because event-detectability can be proved

using polynomial algorithms. Event-detectability is formally defined as follows:

Definition 33 An IPN given by (Q,Mo) is event-detectable if any transition

firing can be uniquely determined by the knowledge ofthe input given to (Q,Mo)
and the output signáis that it produces.

The following lemma provides a structural characterization of the IPN ex

hibiting event-detectability.

Lemma 34 A live IPN given by (Q,Mo) is event-detectable if and only if
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1. VU,tj € T such that \(U) = Afo) orX(ti) = e ü holds that tpC(-,ti) ¿

<pC(;tj) and

i. Vít e T i* holds that pC {-.tk ) ¿ 0.

Proof. (Sufficiency) Assume that (Q,Aío) is an IPN where Vt.,^ € T

such that Xfe) = A(tj) or A (ti) = e it holds that *>C(*,t.) ?¿ y>C(-,t,*) and
Vtt 6 T it holds that tpC (-, t*) ^ 0. Let Mm, Mn € A-f0 and a transition tp e T

such that Mm —► M„ fire while the input symbol a is given to (Q,Mo). FVom

state equation (2.1) yn -ym can be computed as y»-ym = tp(Mn)-tp{M„) =

^> (Mm +C (-, tp))-y> (Mm) = tpC (-, i,). SinceVt* e T it holds that tpC (-, i*) f
0 the change in the output produced by the firing of tp is not nuil, that is

¡ln
—

y-n # 0. Now there are two possibilities.

1. Suppose that the input symbol is e, since Ví.,ty € T such that A(t¡) =

•*(*>) = e it holds that tpC(;U) ¥= vC(;tj) there is no transition t, 6
T with t„ ?£ ^ such that A(t,) = e and y>C(-,t,) = y>C(-,fp). Thus,
the firing of transition tp is the only one that could produce the change

Vn
~

])m
= fC(-,tp) while the nuil input word a = e was given to the

system.

2. Suppose now that the input symbol is a **¿ e. since Vt„í¿ € T such that

A (ti) = X(tj) = a (or A(t¡) = e,A(t_,) = a) it holds that ipC{-,ti) í

tpC{-,tj) there is no transition tf € T with t, / tp such that A (t,) = a

(or A (t4) = e) and ^<7 (*,*,) = ¡pC (-,tp). Thus, the firing of transition tp
is the only one that could produce the change y„

—

ym
= <pC (-, tp) while

the non-nuil input word a was given to the system.

Then, in both cases, the transition tp that fired can be uniquely determined

and (Q,Mo) is event-detectable.

(Necessity ) Suppose first that there exist two transitions ti, tj € T such

that A(t¡) = A (*_,-) = q and tpC(-,U) = <pG(-,t_¡). Then for an input word a

there are two transitions xt¡,tj that may fire, therefore the input symbol given
to (Q,Ma) does not provide information to distinguish the firings of ti and tj.
Since tfiC (-, t¡) = tpC (-, tj) the changes in the output that those firings produce
are equal and no further information is provided. Therefore, there is no way to

distinguish the firings of t¡ and tj.
Now suppose that there exist two transitions ti,tj € T such that A (ti) --£

e,A(t_¡) = e and tpC(-,U) = tpC(-,tj). Assume that A (ti) = a. Then for an

input word a both transitions t¿ and tj may fire, again the input symbol does

not help to distinguish the firings ofU and tj. If also tpC (-, U) = tpC (-, *_, ) then

both firings produce the same change in the output and once more the firings
of those transitions cannot be distinguished.

Finally assume that 3t* € T such that ipC(-,tk) ± 0 Then the firing of tk

has no effect in the output and no matter what is the input symbol a given to

Q. Mo) there is no way to determine if transition tk fires.
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Thus, in all those cases the firing of the transitions cannot be uniquely
determined and therefore, if any of those conditions holds (Q,Mo) is not event-

detectable.

Therefore, in all those cases the firing of the transitions cannot be uniquely
determined and if any of those conditions holds (Q, Mo) is not event-detectable.

4.5 Marking-detectable IPN

As mentioned in definition 31, marking-detectability deals with the possibility
of computing the current marking of an IPN. This property is strongly related

with structural properties of IPN and can be analyzed using the following place
classification.

Definition 35 Let (Q,M(j) be an IPN. The set of output-computable places
is defined by Soc = {p¿ € P|p» is a computable place}

Notice that the set Soc can be computed from the knowledge of tpC; that

is, pi e Soc when the column tpC (-, i) is not nuil and is different from all other

columns of tpC.

Definition 36 Let (Q,MB) be an IPN, X = {xi,... ,xr} be the set of el

emental T-components [10], [11] of Q, P¡ be the set of places belonging to Xi,

andE = {ei e,} be the BCML defined for (Q,Mf) . The set ofBCML-

computable places is defined by Sbc = {Pi £ P|Vx¿ G X there exists an ek 6 E

with pi e ek and ( U {p„} InRjí 0}.
\Pn6et /

Notice that p¡ e Sbc if the following linear programming problem has no

solution.

$Px
s.t.

CX=0;X>0 (4.14)
xtc-t = px

r|„.Px=o

where C is the incidence matrix of Q, C~ is its pre-incidenqe matrix, X is a T-

semiflow [10], Px are the places contained in the T-component generated by X

(this places are computed by equation XTC~T = Px), and,r|PiPY = 0 means

that there exists T-components whose places are disjoint from the set of places

contained in those BCML equation that contain place pj. ,Hence, if previous

problem has no solution then pi £ Sbc-
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Definition 37 Let (Q,MB) be an IPN, E = {eu... ,e.} be the BCML de

fined for (Q,MB) and Soc,Sbc be the sets of output- and BCML- computable
places of (Q,MB) , respectively. The set of transitive-computable places is de

fined by Stc = U SÍ where:
t=0

Sc = Soc U Sbc

S'c = Si-1 U {pt € P\p{ e e*, and every pj e ek,j¿i, fulfills thatpj e 5¿-**}
(4.15)

Notice that also Stc can be computed with a polynomial algorithm
As mentioned earlier, the marking of output-computable places can be di

rectly obtained from the output signal, this is formally posed by the following
lemma.

Lemma 38 Let (Q,MB) be a binary, live and event-detectable IPN. There

is an integer k < oo such that Vw e A* (Q,MB) the marking Mk (pt) can be

computed ifp¡ e Soc-

Proof. Let w e A (Q,M^) be a word of finite length k > 0, w = (a0, yo) ■ ■ ■

(ak,yk) - Then the current output of the IPN is the vector yk
= tpMk. Since

Pi is computable <p(-,i) is different from all other columns of tp. Moreover, the

columns of tp are elemental vectors, thus Mk (p¿) = yk (q) ,
where q is the number

such that tp (q, i) = 1. ■

Now, the marking of a place belonging to the SCML-computable places set
can be computed as established by the following lemma.

Lemma 39 Let (Q,MB) be a binary, live and event-detectable IPN, X =

{xi, . . . ,xr} be the set of elemental T-components of Q and E = {ei, . . . ,e,}
be the BCML defined for (Q,MB) ■ There is an integer k < oo such that

Vw 6 A* (Q,MB) the marking Mk (p¿) can be computed ifpi e Sbc-

Proof. If pi is computable, then its marking can be computed by previous
lemma. If p¡ is a non computable place, then it belongs to an equation e* € E.

Moreover, since (Q,Mq) is a live IPN, then there exists a finite integer k' such
that V<t € £ (Q,Mq) fulfilling |cr| > k' contains the firing of every transition in

a T-component x¿ e X.

By definition, there exists a place pn such that Pi,pn G ek and pn 6 Xj, thus

the firing of a prefix a' of <r will add a token in pn. Let Mk be the first marking

adding tokens to pn. The firing of the transition tj such that Mjt_i —*■-*• M*

is detected becaust the IPN is event-detectable and since the set tj* is known

and (Q,Mq) is binary, it can be determined that Mt (pn) = 1. Then, because

of equation e* it holds that M*¡(pj) = 0. Moreover, since Q is event detectable,
then every time that tokens come in or out of p- its marking can be computed.
Thus the marking of pi will be known for any marking M* such that l > k. m

Finally, we prove that the marking into the places belonging to Stc is com

putable.
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Lemma 40 Let (Q,MB) be a binary, live and event-detectable IPN. There

is an integer k < oo such that Vw e Afc (Q,MB) the marking Mk (p¡) can be

computed ifpi e Stc.

Proof. According to previous lemmas the marking of pj can be computed
for some /*_,- if pj e Soc U Sbc- Thus for k = max{fcj} the marking of any

Pi € Soc USbc is uniquely determined. Focus now in places {pa,Pb, —¡Pg} =

Stc —

(SocUSbc) ■ Assume that they are given in the following order. The leading

places in this set are those belonging to Sl ,
after them are those belonging to

S2 and so on.

By definition of Sl for each p* 6 5¿ there exists a set of places Spi =

{pw, ...,p,} C (Soc U Sbc) such that places {pl} U Spi are the only places be

longing to the same BCML equation epi .

Thus, for any marking Ma e R (Q, MB) it holds that

m*t(pÍ)+Em*(p*-) = 1 (4-16)

Pr-esri

which uniquely determines the marking Mq (pl) if the markings of all places in

Spi are known. This holds if q > k, therefore, the marking Mq (pl) reached by

some w e A* (Q,MB) will be determined for all places pl € Sl- Inductively,
the marking Mq (p2) will be uniquely determined because the marking of all

places in Sp2 C (Soc U Sbc U Spi ) are known and so on. Thus the marking of

any place p¿ € Stc can be computed with k = iaax{kj}. ■

Finally, previous results lead to the following theorem that provides a struc

tural characterization of observable IPN.

Theorem 41 An IPN given by (Q,MB) is observable ifP = Stc and (Q,MB)
is event-detectable.

Proof. If (Q, MB) is event-detectable, it is sequence-detectable. According
to Lemma 40 if (Q, MB) is event-detectable and P = Stc then (Q,MB) is

marking-detectable. Thus, because of Lemma 32 (Q,MB) is observable. ■

The IPN depicted in figure 4.1 results of relabeling some of the transitions

of the IPN model obtained in section 3.5 for the manufacturing system. Notice

that there are no nuil columns its corresponding matrix

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

11-1

10 1

However, transitions íg and fu are non-manipulated and their corresponding
columns in tpC are equal. Therefore, this IPN is not event-detectable. This is

1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
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because the firing of this transitions cannot be distinguished using the input and
output signáis that they produce. However, the IPN is sequence-detectable.
This is because after the firing of í9 transition ti has to fire (at most after the
firing of t5 or t8), this firing is uniquely determined and cannot be held after
the firing of tn without firing t9 before. Analogously, after the firing of tu
transition Í3 has to be fired and it uniquely determines tu.

In order to illustrate the use of lemma 40 and theorem 41 suppose that the

output signáis associated to places pi2 and pi3 are different and therefore it

holds that

1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 -1

-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

resulting in an event-detectable IPN. Moreover, the set of computable places
WOuld be Soc = {P2,P4,P6,P7,Pl2,Pl3}*

From the modeling methodology, it is known that Mi (pi) + M¡ (p2) = 1,

Mi (pa) +Mi (p4) = 1, Mi (ps) +Mt (p6) + M{ (p7) = 1 and M< (p8) + M* (p9) +
Mi (pio)+Mj (pn)+M. (pi2)+M{ (pi3) = 1 for every reachable Mj. This is, the

modelingmethodology provides a BCML. From this equations and the fact that

P2,P4,P6,P7 6 Soc, also the markings of places pi,P4 and pa can be uniquely
determined. Moreover, every infinitely long transition sequence contains at

least one transition in the set Tr = {ti,t3,t6,Í7,Í9,íio*íii}- Thus one of these
transitions will eventually fire and because of event-detectability, this firing is

uniquely determined. If it is not previously known, the first firing of a transition

in Tr allows to compute the marking of places P8,P9,Pi0iPn* This is because

the IPN is event-detectable and therefore that firing is uniquely determined.

Then, since the post-incidence set of the fired transition is known, the set of

places marked by the firing is known and therefore the marking of at least one

those places. For instance, the firing of te allows to establish that Mj (pío) = 1.

Moreover, since they share the same equation, they all become known. This is,
ifMj (pío) = 1 the marking of the remaining places in the equation is nuil.

Thus, assuming that pi2 and P13 have different output signáis associated, the

IPN is marking-detectable and therefore observable. In fact, even without that

assumption the IPN is marking-detectable, this can be verified constructing
the reachability graph for the IPN, but this is, in the general case, a highly

complex problem.
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Figure 4.1: Relabeled IPN model of flexible manufacturing system.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter observability of IPN has been formally defined, also a geometric
characterization of the IPN exhibiting observability has been presented. This

characterization has been applied to a linear continuous system and the well

known structural conditions for observability in this class of systems were ob

tained, proving that the observability characterization for IPN is well posed.

Moreover, a detailed analysis of the process that leads to the structural charac

terization for observability in linear continuous system provided the conditions

necessary for IPN to exhibit observability. From this analysis, the need for

dividing the observability problem in sequence- and marking-detectability was

obtained. Sequence detectability is a highly complex problem that was skipped

by using event-detectability, a stronger property that can be proved by polyno
mial algorithms. Also polynomial algorithms to verify marking-detectability in

event-detectable IPN have been presented. Therefore, polynomial algorithms
to determine if a broad class of IPN exhibit observability have been proposed.



Chapter 5

Observability at the

modeling stage

oUmiíl3,ry '. This chapter presents a study of the observability of a sys
tem at the modeling stage. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the modules

obtained applying the modeling methodology presented in Chapter 3 to be ob

servable are derived. Later, conditions on the composition of observable modules

in order to guarantee that the composed model will result observable, are pro

posed. Finilly, in this chapter it is proved that observability is invariant under

the transformation technique that allows to obtain reduced models, presented
above.

51
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5.1 Introduction

In previous chapter, it was shown that the observability problem can be divided

into the problems of sequence-detectability and marking-detectability. They
deal with uniquely determining the transition sequence fired in an IPN and a

marking reached by this transition sequence firing, respectively. Both sequence

and marking-detectability require the explicit description of all transition se

quence that can fire from any possible initial marking. Even when this has

been avoided by the introduction of event-detectability and, using that concept,
structural characterizations for a broad class of IPN were posed, many other

IPN have been left aside. The modeling methodology herein proposed provides
an altemative to characterize some of those IPN and a useful tool in the system

design process. This is because the PN modules representing the behavior of

the system state variables are binary, strongly connected state machines. For

this class of PN it results relatively simple to obtain the set of all transition

sequences that can be fired [10]. Therefore, it is easier to determine if the PN

modules, transformed into IPN are observable. Moreover, if conditions for ob

servable modules to genérate observable models are available, the observability

analysis is reduced to the analysis of the modules and the observation of some

rules in the module composition.
This chapter presents conditions for strongly connected, binary state ma

chines IPN to be observable and later, conditions on the module composition
to genérate observable IPN models for the entire system.

In addition, it is proved in this chapter that observability is invariant un

der the transformation technique proposed above, which allows to reduce the

amount of states used to represent a DES in IPN terms.

5.2 Observable compositions

In order to introduce the definition of a relation that will be fundamental in

the discussion presented in this section, consider the strongly connected state

machine IPN structure depicted in figure 5.1. Suppose that this IPN is known

to be binary and assume that functions A and tp are given as follows.

Function A Function tp

A(*l)= £

A(t2)= £

A(í3)= o 10 0 0 0 0

A(t4)= b ¥> = 0 110 0 0

X(t5)= £ 0 0 0 110

Xfe)= c

X(t7)= d
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Figure 5.1: A strongly connected state machine.

Notice that under this assumptions, the possible initial markings M_ =

[0 0 0 1 0 0 ]TandM5= [ 0 0 0 0 1 0 ]
T

genérate the input-

output sequences given in the following tables.

M4 = [ 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Input-output sequence Transition sequence

e,

e,

r
° 1 \

c, 0 1
0

"o" { (
'

1
'

c, 0 )[d, 0

0 \ 0

nuil

*5

Í5*7

M4 = [ 0 0 0 1 0 °I
Input-output sequence Transition sequence

e,

£,

r 0 1 \

c, 0 1
0

■

0
'

{ (
'

1
'

c, 0 )U 0

0 \ 0

nuil

*6

Í6*7
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Observe that since A(ís) = e, it may fire while c is given as input signal.
Therefore, even when the initial markings and the transition sequences fired are

different, the input-output sequences can be equal. Moreover, after the firing of

the first transition fe in the case of M4 and Í6 in the case of M5) the marking

reached is the same M6=[0 0 0 0 0 l]T and thereafter, the same

sequence of transitions and of input-output signáis, can be generated from any

of both initial markings.

According to that, the IPN of the example is not observable. In order

to provide a structural characterization for observability, a relation on places

that, like in this case p_ and ps, when marked can genérate the same sequence of

input-output signáis will be established, i.e., the observability analysis presented
in this chapter is based on defining a relation between two places Pí,Pj when the

same input-outputword can be generated by amarking Mi such that Mi (pi) = 1

and a marking Mj such that Mj (pj) = 1.

Definition 42 Two places pi, pj of the IPN given by (Q,Mo) are SIGNAL re

lated (i.e. (pi,pj) GSIGNAL^ when there exist firing sequences z\ = (p¿)* (pi)3' ■ ■ -

(Pi)2q+U, 4 = (Pj)'(Pj)3'---(Pj)2q+u, (here (pi)k* represents an element of
the set (. . . (pi)')') . . .')) that for all q^ 0 fulfill the following two conditions

k

• tpC(»,zq(r)) = tpC(*,z^(r)), i. e. the r —th elements of both sequences

genérate the same output change and

• X(z1(r)) = X(zqj(r)) or X(zq(r)) = e or A(z?(r)) = e, t. e. the r - th

elements of both sequences have the same input symbol or one of them has

the nuil symbol associated.

For the example given above, (p4,ps) 6SIGNAL because of the existence of

firing sequences Í5Í7ÍiÍ3Í5Í7 ■ ■ ■ and Í6Í7Í1Í3Í5Í7 ■ • • that, as previously discussed,

genérate the same input-output words and start with output transitions of the

respective places. Moreover, notice that, although SIGNAL relationJs given for

any valué of q, the test can be truncated when a T-component is detected.

Remember now that, as was shown in Chapter 4, the existence of a tran

sition whose firing does not produce any change in the output signal implies

non-observability. Likewise, the existence of a marking enabling two differ

ent transitions that have associated the same input-output signal also implies
that the IPN is not observable. This is because those markings reached by
the transitions firings are confused. The interested reader can as an exam

ple verify that for the IPN given above, the fact that transitions ti and t2

are non-manipulated and that places p2 and P3 have the same output sig
nal associated, imply that each time that one of these transitions fires from

the marking Mi = [100000] it cannot be immediately deter

mined which one has fired and if it was M2 =[0 10 00 0] or

M3 = [ 0 0 1 0 0 0 ]T the marking reached.
,
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The following lemma formally establishes that the three conditions that have

being discussed are not only necessary but also sufficient for an strongly con

nected state machine to be observable.

Lemma 43 A live, strongly connected state machine given by (Q,MB) is ob

servable if and only if

1. Vt* € T it holds that tpC (•, tk) ¿ 0, and

2. For allpi,pj € P it holds that (pi,Pi) 6SIGNAL and (puPj) ^SIGNAL, t *¿ j
and

3. For all marking Mi € MB, ifMi -^ M¡+1, Mi -*■*■- M¡'+1 and M¡+1 ¿

M¡'+1, then W(tj) nW(tk) ■=■ 0.

Proof. (Sufficiency) Assume that (Q,MB) is strongly connected state

machine that is not observable, then, according with Theorem 28 there is no

integer Jfe < oo such that Vw € A* (Q, Mo) it holds that \SU\ = 1. Then, for

any Jfe, there is at least one w € A* (Q, Mo) such that |5_.| ^ 2. Without lost

of generality, assume that Su = {M¿M^ ■ ■ -M¿. , M¿'M[' ■ ■ ■ M;'J . Then, the

following cases arise:

Case 1.- Sequences M¿M{ ■ ■ -

M'n% , M'¿M'{ ■ ■ ■

M;'a have different length. As-

sume that iMÍMÍ-.-M^J < |MÓ'MÍ'***M;'a|. Then tp(MQ) = y>(M0') and

there is a first marking M¡ in the sequence MqM[ ■ ■ ■

M'ni such that <p(M,') =

tp(M¡') and tp(M'i) = tp(M¡'+1). Therefore tp(M¡') = tp(M¡'+1) and then, for the

transition U such that M/' *^-> M?+1 it holds that tpC(;tj)
= 0.

Case 2.- Sequences M(¡MÍ ■ - -

M'ni , M¡¡M'-l ■ ■ ■ M¿'_ have equal length. Since

the sequences are different, there exists three possible cases.

Case 2.1.- Sequences have equal prefixes and different suffixes.

Case 2.2.- Sequences have different prefixes and equal suffixes and

Case 2.3.- Sequences are completely different.

In case 2.1. there are markings M^M? such that M. = M.' and M/+1 y¿

M"+1 while <.?(M'i+1) = tp(M"+1). Therefore there are transitions tj,tk such that

MI -*■**-» M;+1, M[ -*■**■■■> M"+1 and, since both marking sequences belong to the

same Su it holds that W(t¡) nW(tk) ¿ 0.

In case 2.2. there are markings M¡,M¡' such that M. = M.' and M/__ ^

M/Lj while <¿>M/_i = tpM'i'_v Since (Q,M^) is a binary, live and strongly

connected state machine, there are places pa,Pb,Pc such that M,'_i (pa) = 1-

K-M - ü. M"-i(Pa) = 0, M'UiPb) = 1, M.(pc) = Mi'(pc) = 1 and

transitions e.-, tk such that tj 6 (pa)' D
*

(pc) , tk 6 (pt)' D
'

(pc) and W(tj) n

W(tk) ¿ \H. Then, according to the definition of relation SIGNAL it holds that

(Pa,Pb) 6SIGNAL.

Finally, in case 2.3., since M¿ ± Mo, there are places pa,pb such that

M¿(pa) = 1, M¿(p_.) = 0, M¡¡(pa) = 0, Ml¡(pb) = 1, and infinitely long

firing sequences a' = t\t'2 ■ ■ ■

,
o" = tí'í!¡' ■ ■ ■

,
such that W(a') í~l W(<r") / 0 and
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M¿ -2-+, Mq' -■■■-**. Therefore, according to the definition of relation SIGNAL it

holds that (pa,Pb) esiGNAL.

(Necessity) Suppose first that there exists a transition tk e T such that

tpC (•, í/t) = 0. Then, since (Q, MB) is a binary, live and strongly connected

state machine, for every k there is a transition sequence a such that |cr| > k

and a marking Mj such that Mi —■*-*■

M¿+i -i*»
. Since tpC (•, tk) = 0 it holds

that tp(Mi) = tp(Mi+i), therefore W (tker) n W (o) -^0 and then for any w 6

W(ífc(r) n W (cr) it holds that |5W| > 1. Assume now that there are places

p0,p_, such that pa **¿ pt and (pa,Pb) GSIGNAL. Again, because (Q,MB) is a

live and strongly connected state machine, there are markings M¿, M'¿ € A'Íq
such that M¿(pa) = l,M¿(p_) = 0 and M¡¡ (pa) = 0,M¿'(pb) = 1. Since

(PoiPfc) 6SIGNAL there are infinitely long firing sequences cr' = t'^--- ,a" =

t'lt'2' ■■-, such that W(tr')r\W(o-") -¿ 0 and M'Q -^->, M¡¡ -^ . Therefore it holds

that W (tr1) n W (cr") *¿ 0 and again for any w G W (a1) nW (<r") it holds that

|5W| > 1. Finally assume that there is a marking Mi such that Mj —» M'i+l,

Mi -i****» M.^ with Af/+1 -jé M^i, and ^(íj) n W(ífc) -jí 0. Since (Q, A<?) is

live, for any Mo and any k there is a firing sequence a such that |<r| > k and

M0 -% Mi. Then, if W(t_.*)nW(tj*.) *¿ 0 it holds that W^í^nW(otk) ¿ 0 and

again for any w 6 W (ffíj) D W (o-tk) we have that \SU\ > 1. Thus, if any of the

conditions established in the theorem does not hold there exists an infinitely

long sequence of input-output signáis w such that \SU\ > 1 which, according to

Theorem 28, implies that (Q, A^o ) is n°t observable. ■

Notice that the modules obtained by the algorithm Building PN are bi

nary state machine PN with a BCML and that by applying algorithm IPN

definition these modules can be transformed into IPN. Thus, previous result

provides sufficient and necessary conditions for these modules to be observable.

Consider again the IPN structure depicted in figure 5.1 and notice that it

could indeed be obtained as a module representing a state variable for a given

system. Assume now that places p2 and po share output symbol A and places p3
and p4 have output symbols B and C associated, respectively. Also consider all

transitions in the module as non-manipulated, therefore having the nuil input

symbol e associated. The resulting IPN with these input and output functions

is depicted in figure 5.2.

Notice that all columns in the corresponding matrix

tpC =

1 0 -1

0 1 0

0 0 1

0 1 1 -1
"

1 0 0 0

0 -1 0 0

are different from zero.

Also notice that even when places p2 and po have the saine output symbol

associated, since {p^} = ((p2)*)" , {pi} = ((pe)*)' and p4 aira pi have different

output symbols associated, then (p2,po) ^SIGNAL. ,-

Now, it holds that p2 e ((pi)*)" ,P6 e ((ps)")* and place^p2 and p6 have the
same output symbol, as well as pi and p¿. However, (pi,ps) ^SIGNAL because
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Figure 5.2: An observable IPN module.

Figure 5.3: An observable IPN module.

(p-i.pe) 0SIGNAL.

Moreover, notice that (being the IPN binary) the only possible marking en-

abling two different transitions, namelyti and t2, isMi = [ 1 0 0 0 0 0] .

Besides markings M2 =[ 0 1 0 0 0 0]TandM3 = [0 0 1 0 0 0 ]T
reached by the firing of these transitions genérate different output symbols.

In resume, all the conditions established in previous lemma hold. Therefore,
the IPN is observable. This is because condition 1 in the lemma guaranties
that all transition firings genérate a change in the output and therefore an

input-output signal. Condition 2 guaranties that all markings genérate different

input-output signáis, which implies that they will be distinguished and condition

3 guaranties that once that the marking has been distinguished it will not be

confuse in any future evolution of the IPN marking.

Now that the conditions for an IPN module to be observable have been

established, we focus on determining conditions for a global model, obtained by

composing observable IPN modules to be observable.

In order to introduce these results consider the binary IPN depicted in figure
5.3. The input and output functions for this net are resumed in the following
table.
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Figure 5.4: An observable IPN obtained by composing two observable modules.

Function A Function tp

A(ía)= E

A(ífc)= £

X(tc)= £

X(td)= £

r 1 0 0 0
'

^=[o 0 1 0

Notice that all columns in the resulting matrix

-10 0 1

0 1-10

are no-null and different from each other. This implies that all transitions

genérate different input-output signáis when firing and therefore, the IPN is

observable.

Consider now the binary IPN depicted in figure 5.4. This is the result of

composing the IPN depicted in figure 5.2 with the IPN depicted in 5.3 by

synchronizing transition Í5 with í_* and transition Í6 with tc.

In order to verify the observability of the obtained IPN notice that all tran

sition when fired produce different and no-null input-output signáis, which can

be easily seen by constructing the corresponding tpC matrix. However, this

condition does not longer guarantee observability. This is because, it is still

necessary to verify if any transition firing sequence that may fire will genér

ate sufficient information to compute the IPN marking. Fortunately, in this

example, the IPN has only one elemental T-component that contains all the

transitions. Therefore, all the sequences of transitions that can be fired in this

IPN contain at least one transition belonging to each of the composed modules

which, in the case when transition firings of one module cannot be confused with

transition firings of the other, is sufficient to guarantee that ite entire marking
can be computed.

Only in the case when equal output signáis are associated to the observable

modules composed the transition firings of one of them can be confused with

tpC =
10 0 0

0 0 10

-10 0 1

1-10 0

0 1-10

0 0 1-1
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transition firings in others. Fortunately, in practice, it is not common to mix the
instrumentation devoted to measure variables in different system components
in such a way that their output signáis may be confused.

The following theorem formally establishes previous discussion to charac-

terize the observability of the global model obtained by composing observable

modules.

Theorem 44 Let {faJtj,A'f£,J)} be a the set of binary, live and observable

IPN modules and (Q,MB) be the binary and live IPN obtained by composing

modules (ajtj,M$'j) . The IPN given by (Q,MB) is observable if the following
conditions are held:

1. For every pair of measurable places p„ e OTj,pm 6 OT* where OTj *j¿ OT*,
tt holds that tp(; n) ■/ tp(; m) and

2. If there are places pn,pm <= OTJ such that tp(;n) = tp(;m) then all T-

component X0 of (Q,MB) contains at least one transition of the module

OT}.

Proof. Assume that (Q, MB) is binary and live and not observable. Then,
there exist at least two places pn,Pm € P such that tp(»,n) = tp(»,m) since

otherwise any marking can be directly obtained from yk
= <pMk and (Q,MB)

would be observable. Because of condition 1 if places p„ and pm are measurable

then they belong to the same IPN module ( OTj- , Mq
*'

) • Notice then that, since

(Q,Mq) is live and bounded every long enough firing sequence a contains all the
transitions in a T-component Xa of (Q, MB). Then, because of condition 2, the

T-component X0 contains a transition of OTJ- and therefore a T-component X-, of

I fütj, M0'3 1 . Then, there exists an infinitely long firing sequence in the module

IíTjVj,Mo'}) which is composed ofthe transitions in K.0 and whose firing does

not provide enough information to compute the markings of pn and pm. This

implies that hüfj,M0'3 1 is not observable which contradicts the hypothesis.

Now, if places pn and pm are not measurable they might belong in different

modules. However, if there are no other places p'n and p'm respectively belonging
in the same modules that pn and pm then their markings would be uniquely
determined by the BCML of each module. Moreover, the knowledge of the

markings of places p„ and p'n does not depend on the knowledge of the markings
of places pm and p'm because it is sufficient to determine which place of the

module containing p„ and p'n is marked. Therefore, this case reduces to the

case when there are two different places with the same output signal in a single

module, which has been already addressed and lead to a contradiction. Thus,
it is concluded that under conditions 1 aid 2 (Q, MB) is observable. ■

The first condition in the theorem guaranties that the output signáis pro
duced by the firing of transitions in one module are not confused with transition
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U

C?3 U P< h

Figure 5.5: A non-observable composition of two observable IPN modules.

firings in some other, and the second condition guaranties that any sequence of

transition firings will eventually contain transition firings of all modules, which,

given that modules are observable, guaranties that the markings of all modules

will be known.

According to the way that the permissive composition has been defined, if

an IPN module (OT1, A^q1) is binary and live, it is covered by a T-component

Xa. Now, if (OT^A-Íq1) is related with another module (OT2,A-<o2) only by

permissive compositions then Xn still is a T-component of the IPN resulting

by the composition of (OT1,A^q1) and (OT2, A^q2) which does not include any
transition in the module (OT2, MB2) . Therefore and because of previous result

the next corollary can be established.

Corollary 45 Leí •! (OTJ,MB'3) \ be a the set of binary, live and observable

IPN modules and (Q,MB) be the binary and live IPN obtained by composing

modules \J0Vj,MB*3) . The IPN given by (Q,MB) is not observable if there

exists a module (OTJ,M0'3) with places pn,pm such that tp(»¡n) = tp(»,m) and

(' iBiA
OTJ,M0 ) is related with the remaining modules only by permissive composi

tions.

The IPN depicted in figure 5.5 results from composing'the IPN modules

of figures 5.2 and 5.3 described above by a permissive composition between

place po and transition íc. Notice that places p¡, and p_¡ have the same output

symbol associated, the nuil one. Thus, according to previous corollary, the

IPN resulting from this composition is not observable. This is because, if only

permissive compositions exist, then the IPN module of figure 5.2 can infinitely
evolve without needing the IPN of figure 5.3 to evolve. THus, there is no way

to guarantee that the marking of this module will ever be khown.
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5.3 Observability invariance

In this section, it is shown that observability is invariant under the transforma

tion technique given in Chapter 3. This observability invariance arises from the

fact that the reachability graphs of both, the original and the transformed model
are the same and also that the input-output sequences are not affected with the
transformation. Therefore, any dynamic property of the model which is based

on the sets of transition firings and the corresponding input-output sequences
is invariant under the transformation technique herein proposed. The follow

ing theorem proves this fact for the case of observability. Proving that other

properties such as controllability are also invariant under the transformation

technique is beyond the scope of this work.

Theorem 46 Let (Q,MB) , (Q',M0) be two IPN where Q' is a place reduc
tion codification obtained from Q when a code transformation matrix T ts used,
then (Q',Mo) is observable if (Q,MB) is observable.

Proof. Assume that (Q,MB) is an observable IPN, then there exists

an integer k < oo and a function * such that Vw 6 A* (Q, MB) it holds that

* (w, (Q, Mi1)) = (M0, Mi). Thus, for the same Jfe, a function *' (w, (Q'tMo)) =

(M¿, M'i) can be obtained as $' (w, (Q', Mo)) = (1M0, SM¡) . ■

Figure 5.6 a) shows a reduced IPN module for module depicted in figure

5.2, obtained with the code transformation matrix

"010201"

110 0 2 0

10 0 0 0 1

0 0 2 0 0 0

Notice that places pa and p<* have output symbols R and T associated, respec

tively, and that places p-, and pc have no output symbol associated.

Figure 5.6 b) presents the reachability graph for the reduced IPN module

which can be easily verified to be equivalent to the reachability graph corre

sponding to the original IPN. Notice that transitions t.a and t/ in the reduced

module produce the same output change when firing, which is in accordance

with the fact that the firings of transitions íi and *e genérate the same output

change in the original module. Also notice that all other transition firings in the

reduced model genérate different output changes, and that this is the same that

holds for the remaining transitions in the original module. That is mainly the

reason why observab;lity is invariant under the transformation, i.e., the reacha

bility graph is not changed and the sequences of input-output signáis generated

by the resulting module are equivalent to those generated by the original one.

This indeed guaranties that all dynamic properties that only depend on those

sequences and the reachability graph are preserved by the transformation tech

nique.
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<*) b)

[0110]«—

V V
[1100] [0002]

[2000] [0200]

<-\ A
[1010]-—

Figure 5.6: o) Reducted module, b) reachability graph.

5.4 Conclusions

Necessary and sufficient conditions that can be verified in polynomial time, for

binary state machine IPN to be observable have been derived in this chapter.
Since the modules obtained by applying the modeling methodology presented
in chapter 3 belong to this class of IPN, then it a polynomial algorithm to

verify observability in the modules is available. Moreover, conditions that may
be applied in the DES design to obtain observable systems from observable

modules have been presented. Finally,. it has been proved that the reduction

technique previously given preserves observability.



Chapter 6

Concluding remarks

This work included three major contributions: the first one is a modeling

methodology which is modular and allows to describe DES in terms of IPN

from a verbal description of the system and avoids the tuning stage that other

modeling methodologies include in order to elimínate the state trajectories in

cluded in the model, that are not feasible in the system. Alongwith themodeling

methodology, a reduction technique which has been shown to preserve dynamic

properties was presented. The observability definition, along with characteri-

zations of this property for a broad class of IPN models it the second major
contribution of this work. The observability concept, as herein presented, can

be applied to any dynamic system represented by a state variable model and the

characterizations of this property can be verified in polynomial time. The third

contribution of these work is an analysis of the observability of IPN models

obtained applying the proposed modeling methodology which provide condi

tions can be applied for DES design to guarantee that the obtained system will

exhibit observability.

63
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